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TEXT OF SPEECH BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJ(')LD

AT THE OPENING OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE ECONOMIC

COMMISSION FOR AFRICA, ADDIS ABABA, 29 DECEMl3ER

, " ,'.

,",., ;

The first session of the Economic Commission for Africa 1s a great occaaion

both' for the peoples of Africa and for the Vnited Nations itself. Its' opening

today will be particularly memorable because we are honoured by the ~resence of Hia

Imperial Majesty. In the days when in1?ernational cooperation waa not Bo well found

ed as it is today, Hia Imperial MajestyJ in the adversity then experienced, was a.

symbol to ~he whole world of the principles of international order. It is certainly

a vindication of his faith that now, ~ happier times, we sre gathered here for the

firat'~essiori of the Commission and that ,the United Nationals to 'make its African
,

home in Addis Ababa. It is, I .am sure, a source of deep satisfaction to all of us

to re&4~in his speech delivered from theTbrone~No.uembeJ;...t.ba.t--H.1.s.J;mpal"ia.J"..-,,-"

Majesty had directed that a Conference Hall, to be called ItAfrica Hall", is to be

erected and is to be made available to the Commission for its work.

Ethiopia is an ancient kingdom with its culture deeply rooted in a great

religious tradition. 'Its ancestral modes of gracious hospitality are personified
.. : ..

by His Imperial Majesty. Those same traditions of hospitaiitywhich welcomed the

followers of Mohammed in their exile, to~y welcome peoples of csny origins who

throng the streets of this city. In the coming months, members of the United Nations.. "

Secretariat, who are to form the staff of, the Commission will also, I know, find

the same welcome.

One day we may look back to the establishment of the Commission as marking the

moment when Africa began to e.ssume its full role in the world community. Only two
~. jo ,

African States were Signatories of the Covenant of the League of Nations, although

two were subsequently admitted to the League. These four States were original

Members of the United Nations. Since its inception, six African States on becoming

independent have been admitted to membership. The most recent is Guinea Which

earlier this month became the eighty-second Member of the United Nations. I would

(more) '~
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like to take this opportunity to echo those sentiments which were exprtesed in the

United Nations General Assembly on that occasion and to welcome this new country

into our lDidst. This increase in membership not only ensures. a fuller representa

tion of Africa in the United Nations, introducing a greater sense of balance to our

deliberations and decisions, but it also represents a further step towards the

fulfillment of the United Nations Charter.

Africa has had, nevertheless, a special presence in the modern history of

international organizations. The mndates system ot the League of Nations emerged

in 1919 as a part of the settlement of World War I. It mtters little that it may

have been conceived originally merely as a convenient device tor the treatment of

a ~fticult problem. For the fact is that it did evolve rapidly into something

more constructive: an instrument of peaceful change. When the time cazae to

fashion the more advanced Trusteeship System, the United Nations found the ground

prepared and the provisions of its Charter were deliberately designed to provide a

frameworlt for orderly evolution in the process of emancipation. It was clear, I

believe, to many drafters of the Charter that the United Nations interest in Africa

would not be limited to the implementation of the trusteeship provisions and of tho~e

relating to the non-self governing territories. Because the Charter so clearly

recognized the multiple aspects of the United Nations responsibilities and, in

particular, those pertaining to progress in the economic and social field, it was

inEWitable that their gradual implementation would lead to new forms of internationaJ,.

action. In the very spirit of these prOVisions, it appears both natural and timely

that an instrument for economic cooperation for the whole of the continent of

Africa should now be established.

While its future work is not and cannot be directly concerned with factors

pertaining to political evolution, the Commission, if it is to be successful, could

not disregard the fact that the very elements of the political and constitutional

changes which are rapidly taking place 1n Africa have a direct bearing on the

problems of economic development.

It is precisely because of these changes that the concept of "international

organization" appears to be so uniquely fitted to the problems of economic develop

ment in Africa.

New States are emerging in the historical process with geographic boundaries

which, in most cases, are not best Buited to the reqUirements of rapid economic

growth. If such growth is to take place, concerted action and joint endeavors

will be needed among countries and territories, each with its own comp~x economic

(more)
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and social patterns and with its own particular political status. New economic

links are to be forged among entities belonging to different monetary areas. And

all of this should be achieved without losing the present advantages dRriving from

eXisting relationships with the rest of the world. These complicated processes can

be greatly enhanced and facilitated by the existence of some flexible institutional

arrangement such as the Commission can provide. That is to say, an arrangement

which will retain ita value and usefulness through changes in political and

constituti0nal patterns, and which will make available to countries and territories

and to regional and Bub-regional groupings, a body of technical services for the

stu~y and exploration of common problems, as well as a centre for consultations

where Gove::nments can freely define and elaborate the form of their coop~~ration.

In another sense, also, international organization can assist in meGting

some of the fundamental needs of the African peoples. I have alluded eal'lier to

political and constitutional change. In fact, change is taking place in all aspects

of African life at a pace previously unknown. Governments which now take their

rightful p~ace in our international deliberations rep~esent peoples who, in some

instances, had until recent years little or no contact with the outside world

beyond the association afforded by the colonial status. It is already apparent that

in some parts of Africa the colonial phase will prove to be of much shorter duration

than in other continents. In other parts, eolonialism is becoming so markedly

altered from its original form that it is hardly the same phencmenon which used to

be identified under that word. Indeed, Pliny's remark that "there is always some

thing new out of Africa" is nowadays acquiring a fuller meaning, if in a somewhat

different context. In such circumstances, the systematic confrontation of experience

and of solutions can be of great mutual advantage. Governments which have to come

to grips with similar economic problems naturally want to know how the others do it.

The existence of a well organized clearing house for exchange Of information and

experience, supplemented by some measure of analysis and critical appraisal, can

have a direct practical impact by shortening the process of trial and error and can

help to create a body of collective knowledge and wisdom on problems of development

and administration.

In its short history, the United Nations has done much to assist and stimulate

this relatively new form of cooperation, which, in addition to its practical effect,

may have a far-reaching influence in building a new type of human solidarity. I

am sure that this Commission will find this kind of actiVity to be an indispensable

part of its programme of work.
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There are bright prospects for concrete action open to this Commission, which

can add significantly to the United Nations record of solid achievement~ It is true,

however, that at times we may not make the best and fullest use of our machinery,

and that energies may be dissipated in measures and actions of sli~t conseguence.

Africa could ill afford any such wasted effort. Officials of Governments - still

for the most part insufficiently sta:ffed - cannot afford to spare their time on

interllational meetings if they are not convened for clearly useful purposes. It is

my hope that this Comruission will be vigorous;' that it will not hesitate to deal

with challenging problems, and that it will avoid What, in the light of scarce

resources, would appear superfluous or secondary. For this, self-di,cipline will

be necessary from the outset. Habits once formed are not easily corrected, whether

in the life of international organizations or elsewhere. It is essential,

therefore, that at all times, we assign their proper place to the various means

of our.action, public debate, consultation and technical advice, so that the

Commission may be enabled to discharge all of its functions in a well conceived

and always flexible programme of action.

It is also important that we think of this Commission not an an isolated .~

p.ndeavour or a self-contained entity, but rather as a focal point where the economic

needs of the African people will be expressed and where action designed to meet

those needs will be initiated and stimulated. The Commission'will have ita own

staff and resources to undertake specific projects. But its very existence should

be recognized also an an opportunity for a general intensification of all programmes
. .

of economic cooperation in Africa. Backing up its work will be other activities

of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies.

The United Nations system can now place at the dispos~l of Governments a

guite diversified machinery. If weare not as yet endowed with the 'means to

finance capital investment, 'ole can, at least, act in multiple' ways to create

those conditions which'wiil lead to investments either private or pUblic, domestic

or foreign. Most Governments are already familiar with our programmes of research

and technical assistance. Under the new Special Fund Which, b1~ happy coincidence,

is being established at the: same time as the Commission, we will be a~le to enlarge

and intensify our activities by undertaking comprehensive surveys of resources and

by providing eguipment for pilot plants or technological inAt1tut~s. Close

relationship of the Commission with all of these programmes and with the substantial

work of the specialized agencies 1s essential. Our institutional system is

(more)
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complicated and sometimes, no doubt, its intricacies are puzzling to Governments.

It has not been easy to create for the first time in our complex world a

comprehensive system of voluntary cooperation over wide areas of activity. But

whatever its imperfections, this system, on the whole, has been successful, and

through the Commission Governments will become increasingly familiar with it.

The first bid for an economic commission was made in 1950 and thus it has

taken aln:oBt a decade for this p:roject to come to fruition. The delay may be

deplored, but in more than one way the time has not been entirely lost. During

these years we have ac~uired experience in working on a regional basis and we now

find ourselves in a be~ter position to chart a profitable course. AIAO, it seems

to me that in those ten years a very favourable change has taken place in the

climate at'~endjug ir.t.~rnational discussions on Africa. As the future of this

continent is seen in clearer and, indeed, more promising perspective, it becomes

possible to develop that pragmatic and rational approach, unhampered by emotion~

alism, ,"hich is indis:flensable to econoL1ic cooperation.

The 0eneral Ass€mbly rr~~e It~decision last year, inspired by an earnest desire

to assist the peoples of Africa. But, in turn all peoples of the United Nations ":._

will recognize that they too have no little to gain through increased partnership

with the African peoples. Our sense of progress and of democracy is richer and

broader than that inherited from the nineteenth century. We have acqUired an

increased understanding for various forms of social consciousness and patterns

of social organization. We have learned to see .and appreciate the role which they

can play in certain important phases of development programmes. At the same time

we now rejoice in witnessing the acute desire-. even the impatience - of African

leaders for rapid modernization. A new synthesis of tradition and aspiration is

emerging in this continent, with distinctive features, which is bound to be a

significant addition to the common fund of human experience.

While we retain that sense of proportion becoming to a young organization, and

while we are fully conscious of our limitations and of the difficulties which lie

ahead, we cannot fail to see the broader implications of the event we are cele

brating today. Thanking once again His Imperial Majesty for the welcome he has

extended to us, I can only now express my sincere hope that the Commission, through

the active participation of all of its members and associate members, and through

the efficient work of its Secretariat under the able guidance of Mr. Mekki Abbas,

will begin to fulfill those expectations which at this very moment are in thQ minds

and hearts of all of us.
* *** *
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TRANSCRIPr OF REMARKS BY SECRETA..-qy-GE~~ DAG HM.1MARS~

Nr THE AIRPORT ON HIS RETURN FRaN THE IvITDDLE EAST, 13 SEPrEl,ffiER

lIell, you remember that just three weeks ago the General AssembJ.y passed a

resolution ~fhich was based on ~roposals from the ten Arab states. In that reso.

lution, the Arab states first of all reconfirmed their will to establish what I

might perhaps call a Good neighbor policy, and second, as~ed the Secretary

General, in consultaticn "Ivith the Govern..'1lents concerned, to arrange fer measures

which might. ~lelp in upLolding ehe pu~oses of the Charter, and the;y l:lentioned

there especially Lebanon and Jordan.

Now, the center of it all is of course this pledge to establish ~eaceful

relations, and what follows) the re~uest of the 3ec~et~ry-General, is subordina

ted to that major pUrpOfHl. The fact that the ten states re~uested the Secretary

General to consult may b~ take~ as a kind of invitation to look at matters -

look at these various Y:"':1'::.tical arrangements in the field. That is the basis on

which I have visite~ a n~u~ber of the cot4~tries in the region.

It has not b<::n, as people seem to have felt sometimes, for negotiations;

it has not ween f~~' medi~tion; it has not been in order to a~gue t~is or that kino

of lL1e of policy <, •• wit::.clrawal of troops or Whatnot; it has been to get first

hand from the governments in the region their view on matters as a background for

the practical arrangements that we might make from the UN side, in or~er to assist

as it is said in the resolution.

I followed that line, and the governments have likewise taken that as their

basis in the contacts. I must say that the contacts, without exception, have

been highly useful for the intended purpose, giving me much better background for

the decisions which will have to be taken here.

I have only to add that what comes out of it all, from these consultations

and our studies here, .nll be in the report which comes before the General

Assembly at the end of the month. I thinl,,;: that is all I need to say by way of

sununation. I wish to use this opportunity to add that I am deeply grateful for

the way in which governments in the area have arranged for these talks.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG ~.ARSKJOLD

FOR HUI.ffiN RIGHTS DAY -- 10 DECEMBER 1958

In the written history of man there are ~ome pages that stand out by their

lasting power to evoke a sense of human kinship, and to inspire new efforts for

great ideals.

The United Nations contributed such a page to history when, ten years ago,

it proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

It is righ~ to list among the finest achievements of the United Nations the

drafting and adoption of this first world charter of human rights. It is more

imp.-.rtant still that the Declaraticm should remind us of the distance between its

as:pirations and the practice of our lives.

May this tenth anniversary help to inspire us to uphold and defend the

dignity of man in a manner worthy of the "reason and conscience" with which the

Declaration affirms that all human beings are endowed. May it help us to act with

greater respect for the rights of others and thus to build a firmer basis for

world understanding and world peace.

* * *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD- . ------------------
.9.!!2R0FESSOR AHMED Si BOKHARI

Professor Ahmed S. Bokhari has been one of the senior officials of the

Secretariat of the United Nations for four years. Before joining the Secretariat,

as Under-Secreta17 in charge of Public Information, he was Head of the Delegation

of Pakistan to the United Nations. In both capacities his rich and perceptive mind

has left its strong mark in the Organization.

Prof~ssor Bokhari carried the dual heritage of Eastern and Western civiliza

tio~. TI:is gave him an unusual width of approach to those problems of our time

with wh:'ch the United Nations had to deal. He reflected in his persona,lity the

possibility of a synthesis of great traditions on which it is the task of our

generation to build one world. He also knew in a deep personal sense the diffi

culties and tensions which must accompany such a process.

His inf~uence will long be felt and his unique personality will long be

remembered by his friends and colleagues.

* *** *
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, Mr. Chancellor, Mr. \rice-Chancellor, My Lords,

Ladies and G~nt~emen,

To :re.tur:n ,.tp: Cambr:i~g~ ,is to ,(!xperi~nce again the t;luiet strength of tradition

and the vitality: of sp1r+.twhich h<"'le borne .this University through the ages.

VIe, whom, ~cu"p:v~('bClD)ured in the teaut:l,ful' ceremony this mOrning,"lill~emember
, . , '.

this day with pride and joy. \'le c':,press, to you our deep gratituBe for the

privilege which you have had us s~·18re.
• • ' . i • ~ ~

You w1ll" I hope,)?ermit me ,to add a personal note~ I came over, as a student,

to this Un:J,versity. Jlha~ I learned from my friends here ~nd from teachers like

Lord Ke;yne~.has:meant. ,ye:.ry much fpr me end makes me che'rish' the honorary degree ~lOU
~.', ",

~. I;

have give~me:al@o as a .symbol of a reunion with a school of learning which has
, ,

always held a special place of' hnllour in my heart.

The. ,Dall\e of, Camb~idge stan'ls for one of. the proudest traditions of the

Weste~n world, a tradition and aa ideal of the ~earch for truth and the maintaining

of spiritual freedom", Its task fS a, seat ,~f "ie~rning and a center of research is

more impo~t"ni:;than ever •

. We are g+~d tha~ there is t Cambridge, as a f~qt and as a symbol. We are prOUd

and grateful, io.deed"no:j ~c be \ounted among its alumni~

'fe meet in a time of J>eace ,which is no peace, in a time of technical"' achievement

which threatens its own"masters "ith dest;t."uction.,

We meet :in a ~im~:W,4en: the, ideas evoked in our minds by the term lihumanity"

have switched" to ,11 turbulent political reaHty from the hOl?eful dreams of our

predecesB'OI's, •

The w~dening of our poli'~cal horizons to embrace in a new sense thel

whole of the world, should hav~ meant an approach to the ideal s~ng in

(more)
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Schiller's "Ode to Joytl, but it has, paradoxically, led to new conf'licts and to

new difficuJ..ties to establish even simple human contact a11d communication.

Korea, China, Indonesia, Kashmir, Palestine, Hungary, North Africa.

There are fires all around the horizon, and they are not fires announcing peace.

MOre perturbing than all these smoldering or barely controlled conflicts are the

main underlying tendencies, 1fhich we all know only too weil and which preoccupy

our minds and darken our hopes.

We may well rejoice in having taken the first steps towards the establishment

of an international democracy of peoples, bringing all nations - irrespective

of history, size or wealth - togecher on an eqtml basis as partners in the vast

ventu.re of creating a true vTor:d com.unity. But we have taken only the first

steps, ane. they have otten pl'O'It8d yaitLful. There 'is a maturity of. mnd required

of those who give up rights. There is a maturity of mind required of those

Who acqu.ire ne'l1 rights. Let us hope that, to an increasing ex'.:.ent, the necessary

spiritual qualities will be ~hu,m on all sides •

. Today 'We are in the middle of this development and, naturally, we tend

to judge it from the viewpoint of 01).1" own past and our own irr'..mediate interests ~

This may ey?lain why meny nmr show reactions 'Whic!1 seem to reflect a kind of

despair of Hestern civilization. But, where is the:..~eason for such defeatism,?

Is it not r03sible to establis:1. and maint;ain a spiritual leadership, whatever

the chang'"'s in other rclSpectf3?

Our lives t~day are coloured, first of all, by'the long wld bitter strife

between the Western world with its traditional .ideals) and a new power bloc,

grovm out of the great revolutions after the First World War a...'1d representing

views or society and of man's place in society, different from ours althOUgh

partly inspired by thinkers of the West. However; 'this is not the place to

COIllDlent on that strife and the harassing political problems to which it

gives rise..

The conflict between different approaches to the liberty of man and

. mind or between different views of human dignity and the right of the

individual is continuous. The diViding line goes within ourselves, within

our own peoples and also within other nations. It does not coincide with

any political or geographical boundaries. The ultimate fight is one between

the human and the sub-human. We are on dangerous src'll!ld if we believe that

any individual, any nation or any ideology has a monopoly on rightness,

liberty and human dignity.
I.
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When we ~!ly re~dg<lize this and trar:sla:te' our insight into words and

action, we may also be ab'le to re~establi6h'full human contact and communications

across geographical and political boundaries', and to get out of a. public debate

'which often seems to be inspired more by a. wish to 'impress than by a will to',

understand and to be understood.

This generation can boast of scientific achieyements, the scope of which

goes beyond the SUliiof what had come ant of scientific research 1,lpto our days'.

In laboratories here in Cembridge and many of its sister institutions Rutherfords

and Diracs - may the 'names of these two Cambridge men of diffe::..ent generations

be peTI"Uitted to represent them all - have laid the basis on which the

:potenttalities hidden in matter ha....e now been explored up to a. point "\ihere the

use of nuclear energy has become a practical reality.

Parallel with this develop':le:nt - an1- also in this case, 'ironically enough,

partly as a by-product of "\-rar efforts" we see the begin~'ling of a penetration

into Q1.1.ter space~ with a,ll the possibilities for nevT progress and neif difficulties

which this entails. .

May it be enough to recall here bow, through. these achievements, doors

that were locked have been broken o~en to n~1 prosperity or to new holocausts.

Warning words [',bout how the development of social organization, and how the

growth of moral' nat1,lrity in the emerging mass ciVilizations, has lagged behind

the· technical and scientific progress, have been repeated so often as to sound

hackneyed .. and to make us forget that they ,are true.

What, then, is wrong'l W11Y is it that a situation with so many achievements

both in the political and in the technical fielcls should lend. itself to comments

of this kind? The reasons, of course, are many and complicated. I guess that

we, all of us, ma~r have'developed our 010111 views on What has led up to the

present situation.

It is easy to tun1 the responsibility over to others or, perhaps, to

seek explffi1ations in some kind o~ laws of history. It is less easy to look

for the reasons Within ourselves or in a ft@ld where we, all of us, carry a

major responsibility. However, such a search is necessary, because finally

it is only within ourselves and in such fields that we can hope, by our 0'Wtl

actions, to make a valid contribution to a turn of the trend of events.

/ ...
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With your pe:-m1ssion, I would in th:!.s context l:i.ke to quote one of

the influential thinkers of our time; whose personal history and natiOnal

experience have given him a vantage point of signifi~ance~

In an address in Carnegie Hall in New York, in 1952, Martin Buber had
the following to say:

"There have always been countless situat10ns in 'Ii'hieh a man relieves

his life-interest demands th~t he suspect the ot~er of making it his object

to appear othe~lise t~an he is In our time something basically

different has been added ...•. One no longer merely fears that the other

Will voluntarily dissemble, but one takes it for granted that he cannot do

otherwi.se ..... The other c0mtlunicates to me the peropective that he has

acquired on a certain sUbject, bu~ I do not reaJ.ly take cognizance of his

cotlillunication as knowledge. I do not tal;:e i t s~rious.:i.y as a eont.cibution

to the information about this sUbject, but 'rat~er I listen for what

drives the other to say what he cays for an unccnsci.ous mot:'ve

Since it is the idea. of the other, it is for me an "ideolog:l'. MY main

task in my intercourse ~~th my fellow-man becomes more anQ more

to see through and urmask hiJl ..... \Uth this changed ba.sic a.ttitude

the mistrust betwee:J. n::m and man has become e2:isteutiaJ.. This is so indeed

in a d011ble sellse: It is first of all, no longer the uprightness, the

honesty Gf the other ~hich is in Q.uestion, but the inner integrity of his

ex1sten~e itse:f ..... Ni::: Lzsche knew 'lhat he '*Sa doing ,Then he praised

the 'art of mistrust t, and yet he Aid not know. For this game naturally

only becomes complete as it becomes reciprocal •.••• Hence one may foresee

in the future a degree of reciprocity in existential mistrust where speech

will turn into dumbness and sense into t:Jaduess II •

I excuse myself for having ~10ted at such length from this speech.

I have done so because out of the depth of his feelings Martin Buber has

found expressions ...rhich it would be vain for me to try to improve.

If I have wanted, on this occasion, to draw attention to the aspect

of the troubles of our time to which the quoted words have given such an

impelling expression, this is beca.use it is in a basic way related to the

tasks and the spirit of an institution like this University.

/ ...
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Scient:i.sts of genius, worl~ing here and in other research centers

around the world, have made a unique contrj,bution to progress, prosperity

and peace. If their achievements have been turned to uses sometimes

very far from their original intentions, it is not their fault. Nor is

it the fault of their colleagues in the fields of theology, law, medicine,

his~ory and philosophy, or other branches of humane letters, if their

con~ributions have not sufficed to create such psychological and political

safeiguards as would guarantee that the achievements of science be turned

to man's benefit and not to his destruction.
J

; But all of us, in whatever field of intellectual activity we work,

influence to some degree the spiritual trend of our time. All of us may

contribute to the breakdown of the walls of distrust and toward checking

f~tal tendencies in the direction of stale conformism and propaganda.

How can this be done better or more effectively than by simple faithfulness

to the independence o~ the spirit and to the right of the free man to free

thinking and free expression of his thoughts. So, attitudes in line with

the liberal traditions of this university emerge as a deeply significant

element also in our efforts to master the political difficulties.

I have used stro41g '-lOrds, but they reflect deep concern. For someone

active primarily in the field of international politics it is today natural

to appeal to the spirit for which Cambridge may be taken as a symbol.

Deeprooted conflicts which have run their course all through history and

seemed to reach a new culmination before and during the Second \lorld War,

continue. And destructive forces which have always been with us make

themselves felt in new forms. They represent, now as before, the greatest

challenge man has to face.
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Hhy the United Nations? 'j.lhat such a question can be posed, and deserves to be

ans~ered, derr.onstrates hOW sho~t a distance we have traveled in developing organized

forms of international co-eJ{istence. Who asks today why we have parliaments, or why

we have an organized diplomat~c representation? There was a time, however, and not

too long ago, when those questions could also be posed.

The answer I should lilte to elaborate further can be summarize:1 as follows:

The United Naticns is necessary because the classical forms ofbilaceral diplomacy

are no longer sufficient in the,world that has become ours. The Organization is

necessary, ;";1oreover , because regional organizat,ions alone cannot satisfactorily make

up for these shortcomings of bilateral diplomacy. The Organization is necessary,

finally, as a phase in the evolution to\vards these more definitive forms of

international cooperation of uniyersal scope which I, for one , a,l'tl convinced must

come, but which cannot be brought into being without many experiments and long

preliminaries,

It often happens, both among friends of the United Nations and among its critics,

that its co-called successes or failures are discussed as though the Organization

were independent from the governments and dis-associated from them in its efforts.

ThiS, for instance, appears to be in the background when it is said that it was -

or that it was not • the United Nations that brought the Suez crisis under control.

This is also the sense in "lhich appeals are made for "support of the United Nations".

To yielq to the temptation of l regarding the United Nations in this manner,

is to qverlOok the basic character of -the "Organization. It is in no way a Itind

of independent, state-like entity, least Of all a "super-government". It is a

(more)
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platform, or more accurately a constitutional framework for specific negotiations

between governments in forms which have been added to those offered by

traditional diplomacy and, with similar methods but with geographical delimita-

tions, in various regional associations of states. A technique of diplomatic

negotiation is obviously not something that can be llsupported" - except, if 'you

like, by maku1g use of it when it appears to offer the chance of achieving a

result that would othe~vise not be within reach. Thus, when the United Nations

is said to have scored a success, this obviously means only that intended

results have oeen reached in mcl~ulg use of the forms of negotiation the

Organization offers. And when it is said that the United Nations has failed,

this means, conversely, that it turned out that what was desired could not -

be reached through these forms of negotiation. A success, by the way, would

then probably have been equally impossible in the classical forms, or on a

regional basis. In other words, the technique of negotiation characteristic

of the United, Nations, even though it may have advanced further than other,

older forms, has turned out not sufficiently advanced to make it possible for

us to cope with the'se cases.

What I have already said explains in part the first portion of my answer

to the question; Why the United Nations? The Organization has offered the

opportunity of developing new forms of negotiation, ~dvancing further than

bilateral or regional cc~tacts. In this, it has responded to a need which

has made itself increasingly felt as the international system of states has

been transformed. New nations in Africa end Asia have come into being and

have had to be integrated into world politics. At the same time, the ties.

between various pa.:~ts of the world have become so strong as to entail worJ.d-

wide consequences for almost any international conflict,no matter how limited

it may seem at the outset.
(nore)
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In this brief s~ey of the position of the United Nations I shall have

t('l content myself with naming, without elaborB.te~xamples, the various.n~w

forms of diplomatic activity which the Organization permits. In part, they

have had precedents in the League of Nations. In J;Ja1:'t, t~~y" are innovations

or have at least' p:rogressedfurther than used to be possible.

The technique which has primarily attracted attention is, of course, the

public debate in the Assem~ly or the various Councils 0 It represents A.

pUblic' diplomacy added to the priO,l'ate, diplomacy that used to be the rule. The

transition to public diplomacy allows public opinion to fo~low the unfolding

of diplo~atic operations &ld, conversely, it offers an opportunity for puplic

opiriion to influence the positions taken in the course of the negotiations.

Next, I should like to rr.ent.ion the introduction of voting a.s' a. form of

resolving diplomatic conflicts. In inter-state politics, we are still only

at the beginning of an evolution towards a. system where a minority is presumed

to bow 'i.oa mc.jority 0 The normal thing in international deliberations remains,

of cou=se, a~'eement. The influence of this older attitude has prevented ~he

voting ....,e-chniQue within the United Nations from reaching full efficiency. ,On

the one hand, agreement between the five permanent mem;ters of the Security

Coun~il remains B c~nditicn for achieving ~ decision of the Council in

q,uestions of substance. On the eithor~ as is well lmown, all the decisions in

the General Assembly, and most decisions of the councils, are only recommenda

tions, the effect of which may depend mainly on how well they are believed to

reflect world opinion.

A third innovation within the United Nations, as far as diplomatic

techniques are concerned, stems from the fact that all member states maintain

(L10re)
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permanent representation'in New York and accredit ambassadors to the

Organization. This has created what actually amounts to a standing

diplomatic conference at United Nations Headquarters. The new and broader

opportunities of negotiation which have thus been opened, are being used

increasingly. Aside from those debates and votes which figure in the

press, there is thus a continuous, intense and fruitful diplomatic activity

of the multilater~ type, which has led to a coordination of positions,

to reconcili~tions and to planning which would have been far more time

consuming and complicated if conducted in traditional forms - if they

had then been posnlble at all. It is dangerous to overestimate the

importance of personal contacts, but on the other ha....,d it is unrealistic

to underestimate the importance of the fact that qualified representatives

of opposing camps live together, sharing their problems, and at the

same time are in continuous touch with representatives of ltuncoItlllitted"

governments. In these respects, as far as I am able to jUdge, things

have developed further in New York than in any international center in

the past.

(r:J.ore)
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Finally, and as a fourth n~\111 technique added to the urs<;..nul of

elassi-eaJ.· diplomacy, I should lik~ tomG!1tion thE; utilization of the

. diplomatic: functions of the .3ccrc.t:riat. Over the yf::o.rs, thc"'dght of

the ;'lOrk of the :3ecrct<lry-GE:n~r6l has increasingly nov,:;d frou wh",t are

conventionally regerded us r~litical ~nd administr~tive tasks to the

diplo~atic ones. This has not stemm~d from any directed. or planned de

veloIEcnt; it hos happenE'.d undf:Jr the pressure of prDctical needs which

have incrEasingly made the~selves felt, . The d~plomatic activity of the

Secretary-G';:-neral and his Jlssistant, 1s e~ercissd in forms iilld for purposes

"rhich in rr.allY wPys resemble thoe€ t,ypic:l1 of the tictivity of en ambGssaclor

;on behalf of his governml:lnt, \oIhether he is eXercising "good office~" or

operates as a negotiat~ng party in relation to some other country. In this

connexicm, the .:;>csition "f the ~-'(cr£t(:ri.:t is uhique in that, of ?ourse,

it. does not represent ,my country. ~Jor h;';'3 it, as h:..:s tht;: repr6sent~tive

ofa ·gov~rrcl€nt" the mens of .Jutting fo~·ce behind its ',,",ords. When

dip:.omatic efforts ty- the SecrGtnry-Gt.ner.:>l are incrE;(Jsin{$ly demanded by

nleThber gmrernments, this ~'1U5t be taken J.S evider.ce th.. t they have found

. it' useful, in their relations with other stat~s, to have avuilable an

outside party representing what might b~ called the common denominator.

Oft~n the Secretary-General has hac to JO into action wh~re form&rly a

third government ,..ould have functioned, but l,'here in thL. dDy ;"nd ageJ

with pres<::nt complex relations' between governments, it has appe~'red

simpler und more .effective to turn to the Secretariat of the United Nations•.

It is difficult for those on the outside to evaluate the evolution of .

diplomacy '·'i thin the United Nations which I have just described. The

tou~hstone of its L~po.rtance should not be the superficial classifications

of "success" 'Or "failure". At the present stage, it must rather be whether

the governments cooperating \dthin the UiUted Nations Mve felt the need

(;;".rn)
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cf such new techniques - and use them. het has govern~d their attitude

in this res~cct is ;>robabI7, not lcest, their view of haN thL! s '·;OU1l1 h~·ve

go:;;.e if th~' ho.d 'pp~ h,~d access to thc.se n('~r :';ossibilities .. In this con-

nexion, it is enouc;h to i'(;;call th:t so f~r no state h.. s E..ven considered

teavin::; 'Lhc. United Nations, and that thc.lre,at 1'o...·;ers hc.ve found rec.son,

not only in "ords but also in action, to supDort in their fordgn policy

the new diulomatic tecruuques which the United Nations has made c.v~ilable.

huch of t,'That I have said, naturoll~', D.~)plies also to rcgion&l· asso-

ciations such as NATO. It is evicl£nt, howE-ver, th<..t the value of these

new techniques has a special mennino l'hcn :.:;iven universal aDplication. It

is all richt to ~)lay the ne1'1 instruments \'iithin the framework of a limited,

relatively homogeneous association of states. Lut l:n" t is to be Gone con-:

cerning the relations bet\'!€en such associations if tht7 tre ·')itted one

against the other? .- Cich group ;~y rejoice in the develo~j':lE.nt of coopera-

tion among the st<.tes belongin to it, und feel safer in the str~ngth

yielded b this cooperation. t'ut 'I!hcrc is the possibili t:~- of find.ing ways

t01,·rards a rEconciliation '·,ith other groups?

The prevailing differe.nces '"ill hardly be l~ss(ned if onE: group or

the other maintains its str~ngth, no matter how vQluable this may be to its

defense of shared velues, l!!hilc in other respects it simJly adopts a wait-

ing attitude in the hope of somE: ~JOr£ or less automatic improvement in the

general situation in the course of time, pGrhaps follo~~ng a breakdo~n

within a competing group. ~res~nt risks b~iUG ~n3t they ~re, even an

advocate of such a course must recognisE:- thct it is nectss...;ry at ~he same

ti:l~.e to preserve thE: best nossibilities available for understandinc ~,nd

reconciliction bet~'reen the groups. 'I"·-d.s is so, cuite L!Ji.rt from the f,;ct

thct thosE' forms of universc,l organization are ~lso motivC';ted ~Y the need

(f.lOre)
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of solving the thousand and one lesser differences which are reported

daily by the newspapers and which are objects of almost daily actiVity

by the United Nations.

At last I have reached the third part of my reply to the question:

Why the United Nations? It is often said that the solution of the

problem of international co-existence must be world federation. Unfortun-

ately, it is necessary to learn to crawl before one can walk. And it is

rather risky to refuse to move at all just because one has not learnt how

to walk.

It is difficult to see how a leap from today1s chaotic and disjointed

world to something approaching a world federation is to come about. To

attain such a goal, el?ments of organic growth are reqUired. We must

serve our apprenticeship and at every stage try to develop the forms of

international co-existence as far as is possible at the moment, if we

are to be justified in hoping some day to realize the more radical

sollltjf)nS which -che situation may seelD to call for. We must, for

inS'~flnce, feel our way along the road of majority voting and get to know

its rolitical ann psychological possibilities and difficulties in inter-

national life. We shall have to create a corps of administrators and

diplomats who know, from within, the questions facing an international

organization with political tasks. For such a development, the United

Nations offers a framework which appears as good as the world situation

permits at present.

The road towards more satisfactory forms of organization for a

world community of states does not lead through publicized "successes"

of the United Nations. It leads through a series of good or bad ex-

periences with the specific techniques made possible by the United

(more)
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these experiences. In this respect, the continllous, but unsensational and

therefore .little-kno•.;n worl:: on current tasks .mich is conducted wi thin

the United Nations is also of im'~rtance~ ~·ch conquest of new ground

for diplomatic activity and international co~peration is a lasting

gain for the future. Its value is not nullified if the tested tech-

niques, in spite of their continued developments, should prove in-

capable at any particular moment of coping ~dth one of the crises facing

us.

These new techniques r~ve already yielded important results, apDar-

ent:.to everybody. Without discussing the decisive importance of the

national policy of various hember St~tes for the solution of, let us

say, the Suez crisis, I should like to recall that th~ success of the

policy followed was predic3ted on the specific possibilities of shaping

an organized cooperation ,·lithin the universal United Nations framework.

Furthermore, only through this Organization was it possible to create

the police force - the UNbF - without "'hieh t:1ings would have developed

quite d.ifferently, end probably catastrophically.

What I have now said refers J of course, primarily to the diplomatic

and political tasks of the organization in the narrow sense. It applies

also to the technical, economic <md social assistance i:l ctivi ties of the

United. Nations, particularly in relation to the so-called underdeveloped

countries. Th&se activities, hQ~ver, deserve attention in their own

right, as another important element in evaluating the United Nations.

(more)
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It 1s unnecessary to dwell on the need of aid to underdeveloped countries.

Two-thirds of the world's population live under economic conditions in sha.rpest

contrast to the relatively high sta.ndards enjoyed by the remaining thir~.

Unfavorable economic conditions preva.il in areas strongly influenced by the new

na.tionalism Which is such a prominent fea.ture of the presept situation. This

should be enough to demonstrate the importance of this general problem for

political developments in the world as 0. Whole.

In various forms, those countrjes which have the ca.p~bilities ha.ve launched

an extensive aid actiYity in underdaveloped countries. Like the Marshall Plan

in its day; this' activity 1s not ,a form of charity but rather an effort of

enlightened self-interest to enable the underdeveloped countries, by exertions of

their own, to improve their economic and social .onditions. Experience husshawn

that such technical assistance foces certain typical difficulties when conducted

bilaterally. If the country offering financial means and experts is small enough

for its activity to be Without political overtones, there is the risk that its

resources are too smnll for its contribution to be adequate. In the case of a

Great Power, on the other hand; it is difficult to avoid giving a poli-trtcal

overtone to its technical assistance even though all such conditions may be

expressly waived. The beneficia.ry tends to feel his economic dependence os a

political liability. Political considerationa apart, the fact remains that the

beneficiary country - often a new-correr on the world scene - feels the burden of

maintaining relations of indebtedness and gratitude to another country.

Decause of these political and psychological factors, multilateral forms of

assistance have emerged as superior to the bilateral ones in important respects.

If aid is channeled from the giver country to the beneficiary country through the

United Nations or one of the Specialized Agencies within the United Nations

framework, a political accent is avoided and psychQIogical pressure is eased in
(,n - ,'(~ '1
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other WD.ys at the safllE' time. It is not my contention that the multilateral f9rm

should suppla.nt the bilo.'f.,er-al one. Both are needed•. What I want to stress is.

that bilateral for'ms ate iusu::'ficient and face difficulties which JIIf;.ke it urgent

to pursue the mt'.ltil£1;teraJ. course further and fully utilize its potentialities.

This focuses attention from another side upon the questioIl of the nec~ssity of

" the United Nations. The United Nations 'itself j the r-lHO, the FAO D.nd 1:.he other

agencies \lithin th~ framr.JWork of the Chnrter offer flJrms for states to

ltmultilaceralize" their assistance actiV'itles t thus bJ'-passingthe difficulties

attendDnt on assistance in the bilateral fo:.:'m. The recent decision to establish

:J a United Nations Special Fnnd 'seems to indice.te that the view I have now developed

is shared to a high degree also by the gover~ents of the countries giving

assistance.

However, the need, in the technical and eco~omic field, of the techniques

available through the Un~ted Nations J goes far be~'ond theE-e assistance activities.

Three years ago, the first conference on the peace1lU uses of atomic energy was

held in Geneva. Its scientific and ~ractical value ~a.s often been ~tressed.

There has been less awareness of the political eign~ficance of the conference.

In a vital and sensitive field; it led to a break-thr0ughfor the f~ee exchange of

information and of the fruits of research among natio~s. The veryf~ct that it

was possible to organize such a co,1ference~and even ~ore the manner in which it

developed and the re~111'ts it yielded) showed that rega.:o:-dless of the dominant

political conflicts Of today there are possibilities o~ progreps few cad dared
.,

dream about before. A tlecond atumic conference of ever; larger scope will .pe held

this fall in Geneva;> as you know. There a.re man,y indications that it will be

at least as important as the first cne.

Both these large atomic conferences h~ve been convened by decisions of the

1

•

General Assembly of the Unit~d Naticns. Both have been ~~ganised 'within the

(l':'"~re)
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United Nations. The road has been long and sometimes arduous. This is only

natural in view of the problems which had to be solved. In the light of our

experience it is safe to, say that neither of the conferences could have been brought

into being in the satisfactory way we have witnessed, had it not been possible to

work within and through the United Nations. The complex, continuous negotiations;

and the need of guaran~ees for a balanced interrmtional and scientific represent-

ation, surmounting all political difficulties, have been dependent on the

techniques available within the Organization and the atmosphere the U.N. has

been able 'to maintain in this context. To say that we ,"oul.d be equally well off

without the United Nations, therefore, would mean among other things a willingness

to reduce v-ppreciably the cha.:::lces of such constructive international cooperation

as that represented by the atomic conferences.

Much of the background of the question : "Why the United Nations?" is

explained by micconceptions of what the Organization is. Much is explained by

lack of knoT;lecl.ge of "rho.t has been achieved wi:thin its framework and of the

further possibilities it offers. There is no point in debating With these critics

who do not want to see the problem as it is. But it is essential to make clear to

a broad public what the Organization means in the life of today in the respects

I have dealt with here. It is valuable to clarify what is gained by the smoothing

out, within the United Nations; of periodic or continuing conflicts between states

and groups of states, as well as by the creation of increased opportunities for a

more favorable economic and social development.

I cannot end this talk without saying a word of thanlts for "That Norway and

its representatives have done for the evolution within the United Nations. This

country has been one of our staunchest supporters in the work within the

(more)
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I am convinced that nobody vTill feel passed. over if I single out·

for special mention in this connection Foreign Minister Halvard Lange, ~

predecessor during the early years of the Organization, Governor Trygve Li-e;

and my tireless friend and helper in difficult periods} Secretary of State

Hans Engen.

Our gratitude also goes to the Norwegian Association for the United Nations,

our host tonight, for its perceptive and valuable work in support of the

purposes which the organization is meant to serve.
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, ,

Mr. President, Mayor Paterson, Governor Freeman, Dr. Caridau, and Delegates:

It is a great privilege and pleasure for me personally to be prescnt at this

observance of the loth Anniversary of the establis~~ent of tae World Health Organi

zation,. I brinG to you the greetings and congratulations of the United Nations

itself. At the request of the Executive Heads of the other members of the United

Nations family of agencies I also present to you, on their behalf, their equally

",arm best wisnes and their regret thet they could not be pel'e in person to share in

this occasion.

All of us take pride ill the many great contributions made by the Horld Health

Organization in its first ten years toward better international coo~eration in

safeguardin~ and improving the health of the peoples of the world. The League of

Nations had taken th~ first steps in this field. lffiO has, of course, been able to

advance much further. Its achievements in its first ten years constitute a

striking demonstration of the possibilities inherent in the use of world institutions

for the welfare of mankind.

There are many others here today better qualified than I am in the field of

pUblt.c health to review these achievements and I shall not attempt it. However, I

would like to say a few words about the developing role in world affairs of this

family of United Nations institutions in which the World Health, Organization plays

so important a part.

Since the United Nations Charter was signed in San Francisco thirteen years

ago next month there has been a vast expansion in the areas of human life served by

world institutions dedicated to international cooperation for economic and social

progress. The principles which have animated this expansion are stated in Article

55 of the Charter which begins with the words 2 !'With a view to the creation of

conditions of stability. and well~being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly

relations among nations ••• 11

, (mora)
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It is only necessary to call ~he' roil of the institutions of the United Nations

family of agencies to shOW tbeextent of ,tb1'B devel'opment -- the World Health

Organization, the International Labor Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organi

zation of the United Nations, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the

International Ftaance Corporation, the International Monetary Fund, the International

Civil Aviation Organization, the In~ernationa1 Telecommunication Union, the Universal

Postal Union, the World Meteo~010gica1 Organization and, most recently, the Inter

national Atomic Energy Agency.

With few excep~ions, these world institutions have been established since

the Second Hor10. War. The creation of 60 many of them in so short a time speaks, in

itself, of the desire of the govern~ent8 to give practical a~?lication to the objec

tives of Article 55 of the Chsrter. It also speal~s for the camnon need of the

nations. The problems of economic, social and te~hnical development for all of them

have evo1ve1 in such a way since 1945 8$ to make o~ganized international cooperation

across all: barriel's of politics, id~ology and culture a sheer necessity if each of

them is to reap the benpfits cf the new developments in science ana. technology

without cre~ting new tensions cr.1 ri,:::lts.

I 11,1e spoken thus far of the commitment 0:' the r.ations as reflected in the

very existence of these world institutions. At the same time we must recognize that

the resourc~s so far made available to world ir.stitutions for multilateral programs

have hee~ s~a11 cOLware~ with bilateral and regional programs and even smaller, of

coursc;, ':hen compared with the need of the natic:':.3 for findir.g peaceful and con

structive solutions to the m&ny problems of economic and social development which

face them.

Thus the impact of the United Nations agencies upon each of the problems.

which they are called upon to face -- valuable as it has already been in many fields

-- has so far been a comparatively modest one. It has been natural for the govern

ments to proceed cautiously with multilateral programs while the United Nations

Bnd the specialized agericies were gaining experience in these first years in the

administration of such programs. There have also been causes deriving from the

political climate prevailing in international affairs for the somewhat secondary

role assigned so far by the member states to the United Na~ions family of agencies

in the field of economic and social development as a whole.

(more)
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As to the development of ~;so~nd adwini~tration and coordination of the

prof,rams of the UnHed Nations family, this is, of course,' a r~s~6nsibi1ity that
, , '

is shared, on the one' hand, by the governments acting through the Economic and

SOcial' Councii ~nd' the inte~-g6vernment~1orga~s of the specialize'a agencies and,

,on,the other 'hand, ,by ~he secretariats co~cerned. "

r'believe'that, on,the se~retariat6' side, we have made good'progress'in

improving administration and coordination during the last few years. In this

connection I should like to pay a personal tribute, in my capacity as Chairman of

the Administrative Committee on Coordination, to Dr. Candau and, before him, to

Dr. Chisholm, for the cooperation and help which they have given.

BecO,use the major problems 0f economic and social policy are so closely inter

reJ.~ted, the tasks and activ~,tie3 of our international organizations are inter

dependent. Betvleen 'some of these organizations and WHO, relations are especially

close. I ref~r to FAO in respe~t particularly cf its work on nutrition, which is

of direct importance to public health. I refel' again to illJIaEF, an organ of the

Un::~ted Nations it~~lf, illiich has been able to prOVide supplies of many kinds

but"'cres'sing \IHO programs on 'b~half of children. I might mention also ILO, in whose

vTor1;: ttE.-::'e are :'rr.portarlt public h-:;slth aspects j and UNESCO particulArly because of

the relationship ~etween p~imary education' and 'tBe health of children. In fact,

every on~ of O'lr international organizat:i.on~ affe~ts every other 'and requires its

support t~ a g~eater or lesEer extent in respect of some pRrt of its activities.

Hence, toe emphasis that has been placed over tte years on the need for cooperation

and coordination, and the development where possible of concerted action.

Of course, interagency cooperation is capable Of further improvement, through

the efforts of both governments and secretariats. But it is working better than

before, both in the ACe and, in respect of technical assistance, in the Technical

Assistance Board. This is also true not only at our respective Headquarters, but

around the world. Officials and experts of the United Nations agencies are

demonstrating how world institutions can carry out multilateral programs with

efficiency and effectiveness and in close cooperation with each other.

Thus, the governments now have 'at their disposal in the United Nations system

a well-tried multilateral machinery. This machinery has also shown itself to be

capable of adaptation to meet new needs as they arise. An outstanding example is

the work of the United Nations system in furthering international' cooperation in

the peaceful uses of atomic energy, including the creation of the International

(more)
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Atomic Energy Agency. New forms of relationship between international and national

action have also emerged, as in the great malaria eradication program and the MekonL

River Development Project.

I referred a few moments ago to the political causes, added to those reasons

based on sound administrative caution during the first experimental years, for the

comparatively modest resources so far allocated by member governments to the multi

lateral programs of the world institutions of the United Nations family. The sharp

conflicts between states and groupe of states which have dominated the internation~

scene since the United Nations was established have naturally created strong.pres

sures for placing the main emphasis on bilateral and regional programs. However,

the unanimous votes of the General Assembly last fall for the new Special Fund in

the field of economic development and the new United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa, apart froll add:llG new dimensions to internationul action, seemed to

reflect a growing recognition on all sides of the political, as well as the economic

value of the multilateral United Nations approach.

I ho?e that this trend will continue. The close relationship of the economic

and social programs of the United Nations family of agencies to th~ problem of

making progress towards a stable peace has been too often forgotten. The carrying

out of sucll prcgrams is necessarily complex and difficult. But the difficulties
,

are far less than the contributions which such an approach can make to the cause

of peace by lescening tensions and by gradually breaking dO\ln the barriers to

understo.nJing between the nations of the traditional \lest and of Asia and Africa,

and betwe~n groups of countries with different beliefs about the relationship of

man to society.

The United Nations agencies are pioneers in an experimental undertaking in

the direction of a better international order. Although still in the early stages

of their development, they have, I believe, fully justified the faith of the

member governments which established them, that such world institutions are

essential to the nations in their efforts to cope with the great challenges of

our times.

In bringing to this gathering the best wishes of the United Nations family

to the Horld Health Organization on its. lOth Anniversary, may I, therefore"

express my conviction that its past achievements will prove to be fo~ndations

upon which an increasingly effective contribution to the welfare of mankind can

be made in the years to come.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON DEATH OF COLONEL FLINT

I em sorry to confirm that Lieut. Colonel George A. Flint, Chairman of the

Hashemite KingC'com of J'Jrdan-I'3racl Mixed Arm1.::;t.ic:e Commission and representative

for Mount Scopus of t~e Truce Sup~~vi6ion OrgeQ'~zation, died today from a head

wound, inflicted in the course of an incident on Mount Scopus. A report on the

whole incident and the circumstances surrounding Colonel Flint's death will be

made pub2.ic as soon 1".3 it i6 received.

I wish to express our deep regret at the tragic loss of the life of Colonel

Flint. He served the Truc~ Supervi3ion Organiza~ion for a long period with great

distinction. He was an upright and courageous representative for the Truce

Supervision Organization and for the United Nations itself, straight in his

judgments, strictly impartial and with a strong sense of his respo~sibilities

under the Armistice Agreement. Du.ring periods of difficulty and tension when

his every action might lend itself to criticism, he never compromised with his

sense of rightness. Assigned to a duty which often must have seemed to him a

thankless one, he pursued his task as he saw it, heedless of the difficulties

and dangero to which, as he well knew, this must expose him. The United Nations

owes him a. great debt of gratitude.

Our deepest sympathy goes to Colonel Flint's family.

I wish to express also our sympathy concerning the other serious casualties

suffered as the result of this incident.

The sacrifices of this day should be a reminder of the vital necessity for

a radical change of the attitudes which have led up to the latest tragic event

and which must be overcome if peaceful conditions are to be restored in the area.

* *** *
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TEA"'!' OF ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

AT THE STATE DINNER OF THE 50TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE IN MIAMI, "FLORIDA"
(

19 MAY 1958 AT 7:15 P.M.

Governor Stratton, Governor Collins~ Members of the Governors' Conference:

You have paid honour to the United Nations by inviting its Secretary-General

to speak tonight. It is also a special and highly appreciated personal privilege

for me to meet with all of you.

One of the deepest desires of the people in this country --and this is true of

the peoples of all countries -- is to make better progress towards a peace which is

more than just a state of "no war"; peace in spite of the strong conflicts between

groups of countries with different concepts o~ the organization of society and of

the place of man in society, peace also in spite of the conflicts between what

history.calls the lJest and the new sovereign states emerglng out of the old civili-

zations on the vast Asian and African continents.

How is the United Nations to help to overcome these conflicts and to secure

peace? Does it perhaps represent an unrealistic approach, or even an obstacle, in

a situation so different from the one anticipated at the time the Charter of the

United Nations was drawn up in San Francisco 12 years ago, when the Grand Alliance

was at its moment of victory.

To the conflict which is referred to as a "cold war", and to the revolutionary

developments in the parts of the world once under colonial rule, other changes of

unforeseeable significance for the future of peace have now been added. This is

the age when, for the first time, man has pioneered into the field of the unlimited

potentiality which is hidden in matter and made his first experiences in the use of

nuclear energy-- for destruction and for construction. This is also the age when,

for the first time, space travel has been lifted out of science fiction and into the

world of practical possibilities. Again: what does an organization like the United

Nations mean in such a situation?
(more)
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Although the conflict between the Western world and the Soviet world has funda

mentally changed the conditions in which the United Nations must now work, it has

not rendered the United Nations efforts less essential. On the contrary, the-

MY thesis would be that, far from having been rendered un~eali6tic or outmoded

by the developments to which I have referred, the Organization has ga1ne~ a n~
Ail iii ..,---..__,.l!.""......... ,""...........-

significance from these dev~~.:£me~~~._.._~~.s necessi~ ..y_as a venture in international-- . ---_._,-- .

cooperation is more clear today than when it was foun9.eg,.,,~_~ ..
~~'"" ..,.. '''''''",.."._~~,,,- . .,,_~ 'r J'_ __ ~_-'V"">._ ....-~..--.,."",~.....,- ""--" .... ,.-..->."_._w_'__~_~_"-·,'·,,,."'_'"-- "<0'-_.'···· '. .... ............._~""- -"''''--- .'....~

deeper the cleavages, the greater the need to maintain, by such means as we hsv'e',

~t"actsacro~"~' the frontiers, ~ f~~for discuss'i"~;'"'~-~d,'~bOV~'all, the p06si-
'- . . ' .. '. . '. '. ... . • ..... c~_,'" ,-"_" ,.,.. '.. -' .. •

bl'Ittles for feconciliatf.6ri:-- 'l'he United Nations is not an instrument for so-called
~.........,. 1-._ ._",._~ ._' "''d'o:~",,-..... 1 ...........:'.c-

appe~' from the point of view of either side, but it is Lplatform wher.:.~._.-

businesslike mutual exploration can go beyond what is possi~;h~ in reg'.llar dip19matic
~__ • c'" •. ' "- -•••",- _ ••••,._•• _.c>•.•_"....~

..forms.. The pu'b11e- diplomacy of United Nations xneetings, and the private diplomacy

... • '....."tIib...,..,...._~ ; ~ _" _. . . ~..~__,'.,,__ , _'.'_". ",-.~ ., ~,,""""""""~~_' ............_ ....-;.,....,._,~ ...... _.,,..,...

for which the united Nations alao provides 8 framework, have served and will con-

tinue to serve to limit and reduce the impact of the basic conflicts. Even one

who looks over the history of th~ past years in the most sceptical and critical

spirit would have to admit that without tbe possibilities offered by the United.... .- _.---.-..,............_- .._.~,~,~.~

~ti~~"~i.l~_.~orld would be bogged down much deeper in the difficulties caused by

....t.he-"co] d....we ;:..,~.i-~~.~.~ii.f;i,P:~~ _it~el( .toaay'.~ --. '--""w"

The political rebirth of the great Asian nations and the smergence of a new

Africa which is apparent in the creation of a number of independent states, reflect

deep dynamic tendencies in the history of the present age. There is not time here

to discuss or analyse the roots of these developments. This much may, however, be

said. Although the changes are in line with the principles of human rights and

self-determination set out in the Charter, the forces which determine the develop

ment naturally are not set in motion by the United Nations. However, the role of

the Organization has not been insignificant, as the development, under a system of

order and equity, of the new balance which we see emerging between the old West

end the peoplep of Asia and Africa, has been considerably facilitated by the

United Nations.

Thus we see that the Organization has corresponded to basic needs of our time._. _....,-~_·~-..l">."..,.'~_._-h ....~'............."~,_.,__"...._"', ....·"'.-_ ...,·._.:..·,._._......,..-I>.I.-.~,~:o.:t.lOll;,·_~~i~'l"

,·In ·order to do so it has had to develop along lines somewhat different from those

anticipated. It has shown the fleXibility of a sound institution. The Organization

has not been able, always and fully, to master the great difficulties it has had
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to face. Eut it should in jUltice be said that it bas lessened the tensions or

paved the way for peaceful 60:.1" cions bf most of the 'cenfi.icts on ,,1bich it has been'

called upon to try its streng'.l~. AlttOugb it is a new venture, with possibilities

only partly eX];llored, it has justified the hopes of those who have served it and.

supported i' 6a a pioneer Ua.'1( ~:~taking. It may" as such an undertaking and with a

development of its Institutir,ns guidp.d by experience, pave the way for a fUture

structure of international llfe in tt~ fi~er forms and with the greater authority

which, I believe, one day m'l.st come.

Let me now turn to the' revolut1 C':' dJry technological changes of our age.

The great scientific discoveries 1~ the atomic field have, as you well know,

given entirely new d~.mensions to the ,-rab1em of armaments and war. At the same

time they have opened vistas to a nm" 8.3e of plenty, following a new industrial

. 'revolution. In both respects the wor .d comunity 18 faced with a major challenge

which cannot be solved wit-hin the lin l'ted orbit of any single nation. The problem

of disarmament has taken on a deeper sense or urgency which more than ever makes it
a matter of general concern. And the problem of technical and economic development

has moved into fields Where international cooperation has become necessary if we

are to reap the benefits from the new inventions without creating new tensions and

risks.

It is well known hOW, on the initiative of President Eisenhower, the United

Nations embarked on an exploration of the possibilities of wide international co

operation for the peaceful uses of atomic energy. The results are also well known.

In the first place there was the Atomic Conference in Geneva in 1955. In the second

place there was the creation, under the aegis of the United Nations, of the Inter

national Atomic Energy Agency.

The Atomic Conference of 1955 was the first great break in the wall which for

long had separated scientists in various countries and slowed down the progress

which would have been possible if there had been full. international cooperation.

In spite of the conflicts which dominated the political scene, the Geneva Conference

in 1955 esta~lisheda very wide exchange of views and experiences. It created con

tac~s which served to promote the practical application of the findin~s of the

scientists and a better international atmosphere in this vitally important field.

In doing so the first Geneva Conference paved the way also for the creation of the

(more)
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new AtomiC Agency;- wh~h aft-er long n~gotia.tioJ:!.s was set up last year in Vienna.- - -

In both respects the United Nations p~oved to be a valuable instrument of

negotiation and bridge building. Witnout the United Nations, this creative

process, assuming it would have been possible at all, would undoubtedly have

taken much longer and been much more complicated.

A few days ago I attended in Qeneva a meeting of the United Nations

Advisory Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. This Committee, which

was created in preparation of the first Atomic Conference in Geneva in 1955 and

has continued in existence as a high-level advisory organ to the Secretary-General

since then, met this time in order to consider the final programme for
r

a second

Atomic Conference in Geneva next September. In e. couple of days this body, where

the three big Western powers and the Soviet union are all represented by leading

scientists, reached agreement on all the remaining points under discussion.

As usual in that body, there were no vot.es taken. The Committee works on the
........... , .: -- .,--._"". ".~.. ~.-

basis of agreement. That this·has been, and ,is possible, is significant.

Its importance goes beyond the limits of the immediate tasks of the committee.

As to the coming Conference itself, it gives every promise to repeat the

encouraging experience of 1955. The Conference is likely to lead again to a

broad exchange of information, covering the latest developments in the scientific

sphere -ana:-in--engineering experience about the peaceful app1ica.tions of atomic

power. This time new fields will be opened, the most important of which probably

is the progress made toward peaceful use of processes of fusion as a source of

energy, a subject that was barely mentioned in 1955. The Conference will be of

very considerable size. From the United States alone some 800 papers will be

presented.

However, the United Nations interest is not limited to the questions of

the peaceful uses of atomic energy. On its program for negotiations on disarmament

figure the question of atomic bomb tests and the related problems of production

of atomic bombs and a satisfactory system of inspection. There is no reason here

and now to go into this question, which is at the centre of public debate. In the

light of the Soviet attitude as expressed in Mr. ~ruschev's most recent letter

to President Eisenhower, let us hope that technical studies of an inspection

system for a general suspension of bomb tests will now come about. We should

,-- -'notunderrate the importance that it would have if at least in this field positive

results could be reached in agreement among all the parties concerned. In a

situation where, for years, we have had to register no results at all, the first

break is bound to be limited, if regarded by itself alone, but its significance

(more)
--"-- -_..
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may be unlimited when considered as an opening to further explora.tion of possible

areas of agr~ement. In this exploration the United Nations will remain ~t,the

centre, of the picture, wha.tever the procedlires chosen for specific questions or

Situations. I firmly believe that the possible value of the contribution of the

Organization to progress in the field of disal~a.ment warr~nts such a positio~.

The proble~ ,of the effect~ of atomic radiation, resulting from test, '

explosions or fro~ pea.ceful uses of atomic energy -- especially from radioactive

waste from atomic power plants -~ has also been a major concern of the United

Nations during the last 'two years. This summer a 15-nation United Nations Radia.tion
':' "'

Committee will publish the results of an evaluation of all the scientific knOWledge

available on this problem up to the present time. This Committee a.lso includes,

scientists from both sides and every continent. Its evaluation of the problem

and its success in ironing out important differences of opinion are likely -to

prOVide another example of cooperation in areas of vital concern to ,all nations

for which the United Nations provides special possibilities.

The General Assembly of the United Nations Will, at its next sessioIJ}

consider a report regarding the cont~ act1'rit1es of the Radiation Committee.

It is my intention to propose to the r~~eral Assembly that the ccmmittee be

continued as a centre for inter-governmental activities in this highly important

field. I a~so intend to suggest somewhat broader terms of reference} so as to

render it possible for the Committee to serve its purpose with increasing efficiency.

In another field of historic scientific and engineering progress} that of

space exploration, the United Nations also faces a dual problem. We have

the question of the inter":continental ballistic 'missiles and the new challenge

which they represent for the disarmament'effort. On the'other hand, we have

recently witnessed the successful launching of satellites by the United states

and the Soviet Union as part of the programme of the International Geophysical

Year. The technical achievementssigna~ledby these events give rise to new

problems which have rightly attracted wide attention. The legal aspects are

now being studied by a Secretariat Committee in the United Nations.

(more)
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Politics in general, and international politics in particular, was once

an area in the rue.in re.served for experts and of comparatively limited s:i.gnificance

to the common man. Our time, however, is one of an expansion of politi~s into

increa.singly broad areas of common life. This is as true of international politics

a.s of national politics. Anyone who today tries to disengage himself from the

political aspects of life cuts himself off from developments of the deepest direct

significance for his own destiny.
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It would take me too far if, on this occasion, I were to embark on a

discussion of the intricate questions which will arise once the exploration and

exploitation of outer space goes beyond its present modest limits and restricted

scientific purposes. A few preliminary conclusi~ns seem, however, to be of such

relevance to this short survey of the rol~ of the United Nations in the modern

world, that I would like to mention them tonight.

The precedents which have been. set during the International Geophysical Year

would seem to indicate tacit acceptance that out€r space, BS distinct from air

-!!',~~~._~.~__:~~~_S:_<2~1-P}_;: I ~~2~~~,~-W.E~ii"}t~~~,",,!6r su~}~inr_~~~~nti~fi;~pm:-1!OS;~
as those of the International Geophysical Year. That means that outer spece

has been cODsic~red as belong:lng to no one and as not being subject to appropriation

or to sovereignty. In that respect a parallel might be dralID.with the hiSh seas,

Which, likeWise, are considered as not capabl;-'of approprla'tion.

We have here a vital field of activities and joint interests for which rules

must be established and procedures must be created that will render it possible

for the world co~unity to safeguard the observance of those rules. A new ne~d

for international negotiations and for the Htablishment of appropriate :l.nter

nationa.l organs has thus come into being. The matter is on the agenda. of the

United Nations General Assembly and will come up for debate this fall. It would

be my hope that the General Assembly, as a result of its consideration, would

find the way to an agreement on a basic rule that outer space, and the celestial

bodies therein, are not considered as capable of appropriation by any state,

and that it would further affirm the overriding interest of the c0!ll1J111nity of

nations in the peaceful And beneficial use of outer space and initi3te steps

for an international machinery to further this end. Were the General As~e~bly

to reach this poiDt, the governments cooperating in the United NationG would

have laid what seens to rue to be a. va-lid basis for the future develoj-,i'!:d.::- .... J in

internatioDsl coopr:oyation, of the use of outer space for the benef'i';; 0';" 8.Ll.
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It is natural in ,these circumstances that political questions should claim

much of the time and space of all ,the media of mass communication. To the extent

--tha.l--U11S--~ans,that each and everyon~ of 'us is ena.bled to develop his own knowledge

and judgement concerning the way that a society is growing and the way its leaders

are trying to frame its future, it is certainly w~lcome. But we cannot disregard

the fact that the expansion of the part played by political concerns in the life

of our society may create dangers of which especially we, Whose professional

responsibilities are in the political sphere, must remain aware.

A "politicised" world is a. world where individl,lal reactions have to be

disciplined and subordinated to groupinterests~ 'and where for that reason

conformism easily becomes an ideal. It is a world where tactics often are given

priority over substance and in which, for this reason, we may lose sight of the

real interests in our search for propaganda points to be scored. Tause a

comparison, it is also a world where the preacher may be tempted to give greater

_ ~ffort to winning the approval of the converted than to converting the sinners.

If we succumb to such dangers, we loee the ability to communicate our sincere

reactions to others who are of a different view, forgetting also how to listen

to what they may have to say in explanation of their stands. To the extent that

this is permitted to happen, a po11tic1sed world'becomes a de-humanised world.

These indications of risks implied in the life of today may be considered

as exaggerated. I am afraid that they are not. Any student of politics and its

'impact--On-'C01ilmOn life today could eas-ily find examples showing to what extent

the intrusion of politics into common life has had the consequences to which I

have referred •.
I have found it justified on this occasion to recall these dangers because

I believe that it is ~possible to reach a clear understanding of the present

international situation without taking such factors into account. They explain

in part the seeming paradox that certainly no single people wants anything

but peace and no single government would take the responsibility for starting

a war, but that, all the same, the world situation, politically, represents a

picture of interlocking stalemates.

It is one of the surprising experiences of one in the position of the

Secretary-General of the United Nations to find in talks with leaders of many

nations, both political leaders and leaders in spiritual life, that the views

expressed, the hopes nourished and the trust reflected, in the direction of

reconciliation, go far beyond what is usually heard in public. What is it that

makes it so difficult to bring this basic attitude more effectively to bear upon

(more)



the determination of policies? The reasons are well known to us alL It might

not be understood by the constituency, or it might· be abused by competing groups,

or it might be mis-interpreted as a sign of weakness by the other party. And so

the game goes on -- towards an unforseeable conclusion.

The United Nations, about which I have talked to you today, can be viewed

from many angles and evaluated in many different ways. It.may be criticised as

a place where we lose our time in pursuing a debate sterilised by the weaknesses

so often flowing from a narrowly tactical approach to the problems of the community

of nations. But the United Nations may, for better reasons, be hailed as a forum

where delegates, inspired by their responsibility and guided by the spirit of the

Charter, can find means to further, in international political life, the kind of

human communication with other nations which is the basis of fruitful debate and,

alone, can lead to the solution of conflicts.

The value of public diplomacy in the United Nations will depend to ~ decisive

extent on how far the responsible spokesmen tind it possible to rise above a narrow

tactical approach to the politics ot international life, and to speak as men for

aspirations and hopes which are those of~ mankind. To follow such a course

renders more effective the means offered by the United Nations for resolving the

international conflicts which endanger.peace. It reflects the traditional ideals

of spiritual freedom and individual responsibility which have made the democracies

strong.

*
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MESSAGE BY UN SECRETARY-GF~I\TERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

COMMEt.i9...RATING QWRI..D ~D CROSS DAY,' 8 MAY 1958

Recent events have again demonstrated the universal need, as reflected in the

demands made upon the Red Cross, for organized relief of hmnan sUfferiLg. Natural

and man-n:ade dis,asters -- floods, earthquakes, political upheavals, and even armed

conflict -- have occurred on almost every continent, leaving death and destruction

in their wake.

But all-lays the devoted men Bnd women of the Red Cross -- through a world-wide

network of 80 national societies in 86 many countries, and often in complete dis

regard for their own safety -- have quickly and effectively responded to the call

for help.

Truly this is the kind of "Universality in Action" for which we must all be

grateful as we pause once more to observ~ "Horld Red Cross Day," on 8 May.

I wish again to express my particul~r pleasure at the recognition extended the

League of Red Cross Societies when, last September, it was awarded the 1957 Nansen

Medal in appreciation -- as the Award read -- " ••• of its constant human:i.tarian

efforts for the victims everywhere of wars and natural and other disasters, and par

ticularly for refugees, and in recognition of the prompt, efficient and humanitarian

manner in which member societies of the League responded to the heavy demands so

suddenly made on'them by the Hungarian refugee influx••• ".

Such activities exemplify what can be accomplished by those imbued with the

spirit of neighborliness 1 brotherhood1 and faith in "the dignity and worth of the
,-".----..."

human I1erson" as expressed in the United Nations Charter.

On this, the 11th annual observance of "World Red Cross Day," we are happy that

the International Committee of the Red Cross, and the Lea~le of Red Cross Societies

and its member societies, assure the continuing expansion of the humanita~ian work

of the Red Cross which recognizes that one of the first obligations of human societ¥

is concern for the well-being of every individual.

* *** *
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MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD FOR CEREMONY

DEDICATING PLAQUE TO THE lATE UN HIG!!. COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES,

DR. G. J. VAN HEUVEN GOEDHART, GENEVA, 2 MAY 1958*

I am happy to be able to share today in this ceremony honoring Dr. van Heuven

Goedhart.

As the fi~st United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, he worked tireless

ly to carry out his mandate from the General Assembly -- to give international pro

tection to refugees, to seek permanent solutions for their problems, and to adminis-
\

ter emergency aid to relieve the most acute suffering. In that assignment, he had

to fight to convince the world that a major refugee problem continued for so long

after World War II and to find funds to hasten its solution.

How well he succeeded was illustrated by the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to

his Office, the Wateler Peace Prize to him personally, and posthumously the Nansen

Medal which he himself had instituted two years before.

The Nansen Medal bears the words "Love of Man Is Practical Policy." These words

seem especially fitting for Dr. van Heuven Goedhart; as editor, wartime resistance

leader and United Nations official, he thrust the love of man into vigorous battle

against indignity to man.

Today, in dedicating this plaque, we pay further homage. The best tribute of

all, however, would be final success in the clear-the-camps drive now being waged by

the High Commissioner's Office. Such success, by putting an end to the eroding years
}

experienced by refugees, would be a truly lasting memorial to Dr. van Heuven Goedhart

-- a humanitarian, a man of peace, and a fighter against injustice in every form.

* *** *

*See Press Releases REF/149-l50.
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY.GENE1{AL IN THE SEC~RITY COUNCIL

22 April 1958

It is most unusual for the Secretary-General to intervene in a debate of the

Security CounCil. Indeed, it would be out of order and rightly criticized if such

an intervAntion from his side would mean a taking of sides in a conflict before

the Security Council.

However, on apreyious occasion I have stated as my opinion, that t,be

Secretary-General hes not only the right but the duty to intervene when he feels

that he should do so in support of the purposes of this Organization and the

principles laid dOim in the Charter ~ He cannot assume for himself the right

to "apeak :'='01' ~an" but he must subordinpte himself to his duty to express the

significance of the aspirations of man, as set out in the Charter, for problems

before this Councilor the General Assembly.

Some time ago in a press conference I found reason to welcome the decision

of the Soviet Union to suspend unilaterally tests of the Atomic bombs. I did so

solely on the basis of an evaluation of the possible impact of that move on the

stalemate reached in the disarmament debate.

In the same spirit and on the same basis I wish today to welcome the

initiative taken by the United States in presenting a proposal which might break up

the stalemate from the angle of a limited system of inspection. I note that

this is in response to the expressions of the Soviet Union of their fear for

the possible consequences, in a direction of immediate concern to them, of the

present state of extreme preparedness in the field of armaments.

It would be against my rights and duties to comment on the background

of the SOViet initiative or of the United States' response. I am concerned only

with the consequences.

(more)"
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The stalemate in the field of disarmament has been permitted to last for

far tpo long. Attempts to break it through negotiations have so far proved of no

avail. .1 think there are reasons of different kinds behind this deeply worrying

failure. One is that in a sense governments have been too ambitious, not being

satisfied with just making a dent in this intricate and vital problem from which

a rift could develop, opening up the possibilities of a true exchange of views.

Another reason has been a t~ndency for each government to wait for others to take

the first step. S~ill another reason and, of course, the basic one, is the crisis

of tr~st from which all manki.nd is Suffering at the present juncture and whi~h is

reflected in an ~nwillingness to take any moves in a positive direction at their

face value and a tendc~cy to hold back a positive response because of a fear of

being misled.

Such initiatives as those to which I have referred, one of which is today

being considered by the Security Council, are steps which could make a dent in the

disarmament problem. They might have a major impact if treated in good faith -

which is cot the same as to let down one's guard. And they could, if followed

through, ~rovide a first frail basis for the development of some kind of trust.

Each government is in cJ.ose contact with the opinion of the man in the street

in its own country. For that reason, I am sure that all governments are in a

position to confirm my statement that the peoples are eagerly and anxiously

expecting leadership bringing them out of the present nightmare. The government

taking ~ fruitful initiative will be hailed as a benefactor by the peoples.

Th~ governments responding in a positive spirit so as to give effect to such

an attempt to turn the development, will share the merit with the one who took

the first step.

I have felt it incumbent on me to state these few simple reactions.

I have done so under my obligations to the peoples whose voice is reflected in

the Charter under which I am acting. I trust tbat my intervention will not be

misinterpreted as a taking of sides, but merely as aL expression of profound

feelings which are current allover the world and which have a right to be heard

here also outside the framework of government policies.

I hope that each one of the governments, represented around this table,

will wish to tryout the line of trust as a way out of the disintegration and

decline under which we now all suffer.

I
I

L
* ~* *
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NOTE TO CORRESPONDENl'S

The following is the transcript of remarks by K.K. Tsien, Chairman of the
Staff Committee, and Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold at a meeting of the
url St9ff to m~ark the beginning of the second term of office of the Secretary
General:

Mr. K.K. TS~ (Chairman, Staff Committee): Mr. Secretary-General, we

have had a St;::tff Day every year since you came here. Today is the Secretary-

General IS Day.. We have not arranged for any. elaborate programme of professional

entertainment, .:m.:h as we have on Staff Days. We have not attempted, fo:" example,

to bring M.'7. H2',r.lcn J:~t·G.ndo 1:;~ck "lhh his bongo drums. But we do want ;y:")u to

knoW' we are hf"ppy to have you ,with us here for the next five years during your

second term.

The sta.ff takes pride in the many achievements you have accomplished which

have !3.lld.e i gre':'.tly to the stature of your office and of the Organization as a

whole. ~:;':"0U£:i.1 your sirgle-L1inded devotion to the cause of the United Nations

and through your matchl~ss skill derived from an inner strength, you have put

the principles and purposes of the Charter into the forefront of the world

scene. You have created a new styl~ in contemporary diplomacy which you carry

-- out with imagination and with verve. You have provided a quiet centre and a

calm course in the turbulent and troubled times in which we 11ve.

The staff, of course, is not in a position to propose increased

remuneration for, you, for example, in the form of longevity increment with a

personal ceiling, and still less to propose a promotion for you, because you are

unpromotable. But it must have been a source of great satisfaction to you, as

it was to us, tha~ you were re-elected by such uriiversal acclaim six months ago

in this very hall.

Speaking of increased remuneration reminds me inevitably of the problems of

the staff, which you have come to Imow and to understand so well in the past

five years. We are glad that a harmonious relationship has prevailed between

you and the staff. You have a deep grasp of the staffls problems so that you are

certainly aware how much more remains to be done in order to lay the foundatiD'ns

of a real career service for the staff. We know that you have the interests of

the staff close to your heart, and we also know that whenever you make special

efforts on our behalf, your great prestige and influence with the General Assembly

(more)
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invariably bring results. Therefore, I ~ould not be surpr:f~,6ed if the new Staff

Council will have a programme with which toappro~h ro~ between your next trip

abroad in lI.ay and your next bGt one trip abroad in June.

Incidentally, we hope that improvements in the world situation during the

next five years will lighten your load and reduce the amount of travel you have
, I ~

to do, perhaps to the extent of permitting you to take a leisurely boat trip

across the Atlantic for once, even, if it is charged to annual leave.

Mr. S~cretary-General, today' it is not possible fo~ all of us to come and

shake hands witli you, as you did with us five years ago. But I know thGt I am

sper..king for a"L~_ vi: u:: here when !sJ.y that you have earned not only our esteem

but also our aL'fe-::"tion. So, on behalf of the staff, may I pledge our contioued

support and co-operation, and wish you every success and happiness during your

second te~ of office.

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Mr. Chairman, Friends and Cblleagues: The

surprise you have given me --because tbis is a suxprise, I heard about it only

late yest.erday night -- is rea.ll.y a kind of"increased re.nnmeratioti' of tbe type

wbi~b makes me very bappy. There are possibilities of remuneration .and promotion
'. "

al~o for the Secret.ary-General, and here today you as the staff have in a sense

given him increased remuneration and promotion, and I tbank you for it.

I was star-ding here in tliis very place five years ,ago this very day, and

in fact this very hour. I was facing a rather unlmown kind of journey. I knew

on:J.y one thing and that is that nobody can do more tha.n is in his power, and I

had only or-e :ntentiion and that was to do that much. I had only one sLnple rule,

wh::'ch may round terribly selfisb, but tha't rule is a fairly valid rule. I f'el-t

that -this ki.:.'ld of job and it 1s -true no-t only of m:r pos-t bu-t of very many

of -the jobs held here is a job whicb carries with i -t very considerable risks.

Th~re is very much you can lose on them. Bu-t I kllew one -thing: tba-t

there is one thiz:.g 'tha-t nobody ever needs 'to lose, and tha-t is his self-respecii•

. ~d ~f I bad any promise which I had in mind and which I gave -to myself five years

ago, it was just -this one: Wha-tever bappens, s-tick 'to your guns, so -tha-t you can

feel sa-tisfac-tion wiiih wha.'t you have done, wha-tever -the ou-tcome.

I knew, however, -tha-t i't would be vain'indeed and very selfish if I fel-t

-tha-t -tha't de::?Emded on personal effons, personal con'tribU-tions alone. I. knew

only too well -tha.'t every real achievemen-t, in wha-tever field i-t is, is abmys

-the work of' ma.ny. I knew for -tha-t reason that, for me to mee-t in any way -th~

demands pu-t upon me in -this job, i -t was necessary 1:;0 bUild on iihe work of every

single colleague in -tbe s-taff, on-the organization and -the s-taff as i-t had been

bUil-t up over -tb~ years. For -tha-t reason, I also fel-t tba-t -the firs-t duty of

-the Secreta.ry-Gerleral DUst be -to give -to -the s-taff and -to s-taff problems -their

proper priori"t}- in -the efforts. How can you possibly go in'to -the field of

poli-tical ac-tivity, -try your effor-ts in -the diplomaiiic sphere, if you have a

feeling ~ba.-t the very basis on which -these efforts have 'to be developed is a

weak one -- no-t in -the professional sense, bu-t in -the sense of human sa-tisfac-tion

in -the jo~, human feeling of belonging 1:;0 -the join-t effon?

(more)
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For tha.t rea.son, as you may remember, in a way which caused same surprise

in SOI:.e quarters, during my first tem here I felt that the staf'f problems should

indeea have the first claim on me and tha~ without pushing political and

dip~ometic duties out of view, I should regard them as things that had to follow

once we, so to say, had gotten together in the right way and felt that we had

this \>IL,oleo~erc.tion, as colleagues in a joint effort, on the rails.

To ,olhat extent that has succeeded, I do not know. But I know that

personally, aft~er, let me say, a coup~e of J'ears, I felt that at least we were

moving in the right,direction. If that was so, it was very largely due to the

way in which you had supported those very efforts, the way in which YO'.1 had

reskonced, and a kind of cooperation which ~as built up and growing'between your

represcntative3 and yourself on the one side and the SecretarJ-General

representing that curious abstraction, the Organization, on the other side.

It WOUld. therefore be but proper for me on this occasion, looking back over

the five yea::.'s;; to thenk you and to thank you most sincerely for all the support

and ellcouragelWant YOiJ. have given me, both directly as man to man .. and indirectly

by YoiJ.r own devotion to your oW work. It is also the right t:lJne for me to thank

your representatives, those now acting and those whom you have had in previous

years , for, so to say, understanding my s1de of the problem. There are not two

sides, but after all there are different aspects of the problem and we have to

represent thosa diffe~Ent asracts. And my own feeling is -- and I felt that to

be implied 1:(1 l'lhat you sa:i.d, Mr. Chairman -- that this kind of understanding,

Which is a two-way trn.ffic, also has been growing over the years and 1s now as

solid as it ever was, if not more solid, and pr6vidLig very great encouragement

for the fnture development of staff relations within this bUilding.

(more)
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I would say this much, and I say it with the greatest sincerity: t am both

happy and prondto be one of you.

I previously used the phrase "to belong". !tis all riGht talking about

teamwork, but teamwork may easily mean simply that people work for tl}e. SBID.e

J?tlr"J?ose, that we are j so to speak, formally tied together by the very fact that

we are on the same payroll, that we are under the seme rules, and so forth, and

that we have the same general objectives. From my point of view" that is not

enough. We are not what we should be, we have not reached the full strength

of our possible' contribution, untii we have managed to develop llithin ourselve.s,

and in our relations with others, the sense of belonging. We are no Va.tican,

we are no republic, we are not outside the world -- we are very much in the

world. But, even within the world, there can be this kind of sense of belonging,

this deeper sense of unity. I hope tha.t we are on our road to that sense.

I feel that we have moved in that direction and, to the extent that it depends

upon me, I can give you one assurance: Whatever I can do for that purpose, I

will do.

In thatconnexion, I should like to tell you about a decision that I really

took quite some time ago. From your point of view, it may seem unne~essary,

perhaps even sentimental. But why not1 I think it is the right time for me

to repeat a very fine and very encouraging experience I hai when I came here.

So I hope, Within the next fortnight,to be able to go aro~d the house -- all

over it again -- and meet with you all again personally.

Our friends were were singing a Swt'iish sons, the melody of which I think

is very beautiful. The words are perhaps a little bit on the sad side. If I

may translate the first line of the song, it runs like this: "Will the flowers

of joy ever grow?" Those words, in fact, were taken up later by a Swedish

poet" who developed the theme in a way which I would like to mention today as

a kind of background for what I would like to say in conclusion. The poem

culminates in the words: "Will the day ever come when joy is great and sorrow

is small?"

Looking at it in terms of humanity, looking at it in tems of the

development of human society, it can be said, of course, that what we are trying

to do here is to make our small contribution, during our short time, to a
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develoPlnent Wh1'ch 'Will finallY leMus to t,he'day"when joy is great aJ:),d sorrow

is small."

However, you can also look at those wordS" in a much: more pe,rsonal and'

intimate sen.se" I think it is possible to interpret them &uperficiaUy but it.

a also possible' to iriterp'ret them in a sense Which goes to ,the very,h:eart of .

t'W way of settl1:ng our relation to life. And then I would say that, on the

day we feel t.hat we are liVing with a duty, well fulfilled and worth, our while I '

on that day joy is great and we can look on sorrow as being small.

I excuse myself for striking this serious note after the very, very

enjoyable obserYations of your Chairman. I can assure you tlfat I would like

t.o respond in the same veih -- but, frankly, he has such wit that I am !l little

bit afraid of competing with h~, end I feel it is m~ch wiser for me .not to

attempt it.

In these few words, I·have at least tried to get across to you, as best I

can, some of my feelings about our life together and about these last five years

in the light of staff problems and staff relations. And, in ending, I simply

want to repeat what I said before : that I em happy and I em proud to be. one of

you.

**** *
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ADDRESS BY SECRETARY- GEHERAL DAG. HAMMARSKJOLD

AT THE: NEW YORK CIT'! LUNCHEON

10 April 1958

Mr. ~yor, Commissioner PattersQ~, Diatinzu1sh~ auests:

First of all, may I say how deeply grateful I am f~r tpe generosity and the

friendship which have moved the City of New yorI: and all these who have come here

todaY" for this occasion. May I also express my thanks for the Idnd messages from

President Eisenhowerandr~vernorHarriman.

To be the l'ecipient of so public a tribute :would be some1vhat embarrassing, if

I had to regard it as addressed to me personally. However, I can accept it,with

sincere gratitude, not for myself, but for the 'Vlorld organization which I serve

the 'United N~tions.

'you, Mr. Bayor, have granted me the freedom of your city. ThiS is a great

privileg~ and one which I shall value all my life. Ever since I have come to live

and work amonG the people .of ~his city, I have always been ma~e to feel that I was

at home. ThiS city is kncwn for the warm welcome it gives to those who come from

other lands ~- whether they have been called, as I have been called, for a

Illimited engagement,," or whether they have chosen to come to make their lives

among you. I shall feel even more at home here .from now on than I have before,

and that is sayinG a great deal.
'l

May I next thanl. you for the generous gift you have offered ~or the Meditation

Room in the General Assembly Building. you, lire Mayor, have rightly said that the

improvement of the I-Ieditation Room has been a special concern of mine through the

years of my servtce with the United Nations •. This. room. should, I believe, bea

central one· in 1-[hat we in the United Nations are accl.,l.stomed to call "this house,"

meaning the Pel~llanent Headquarters Buildings. Your gift will mal~e it possible for

us to make further improvements, e.speciall~r at the' entrance to the lIeditation Room,

(more)
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so that it may better se~ve its purpose --,that is to be a place of stillness,

and silence, honoring those who are giving their lives for peace. You could not

have given any Gift on this occasion which meant more to me personally than this.

For the Secretar~,r-General to be granted the freedom of New Yorl;: CitJr , as an

international civil servant, means much, both as to the relationship of the

United Nations with the City of New York and as to the meaning of the United Nations

to all the people, not only bf'thiS city, but of the whole world.

\'le of the United Nations have been most happy about our relationship with our

host city t::."lrOIIg!1 all these JTt35,rs. Of couz:se, there may have been problema of

adjustment from tim3 to time on both sides, as there alw~s are among even the

best of neighbc.t. f;. But I th;i~k tha-l; the public servants and citizens of '~his

great cit;)' 8.11 can feel that w<~ try to live up to the privilege of sha::in(; its

life '\',ith i~l:..em"

Mr-. Pa.tterson refer:ced to the inscript:i.on on Tensing I s mountain climber I s

pick vhi,::b. has a place of her-or over the fireplace in my apartment -- IIS0 you may

cli:nb to ';:7,:,n c;rcJ.ter h<::>ighte." I think that that inscription wa.s meant. mainly

for t:2.e U:!lited Nations 9.5 a ·whole. I thiIl'~ it was an expreBsion of a faith which

all of us ill'.1.st share -- a fai+;h that humanit;)T itself' can climb to greater heights.

The United Nations reflee:.ts that faith and at the same time it Gives recogni ...

tion to the realities of human life. The united Nations should aJ.ways be understood

as an Organization of sovereign national states. Those who worl;: for it as

internatio~al civil servants; like myself, are just as much citizens of. oU.r own

couritrie3, and have jus~ as much feeling for our nationality as an~roneelse.

But we a160 believe, as do you and most other people in the world, that the'

United Nations, with all its imperfections and weaknesses, is an instrument which

may, if rightly used and developed, help us to make progress toward a better

intern&tional order.

When I accepted re-election as Secretary-General last fall, I tried to express

my own philosophy about the United Nations. I said that service to the World

Organization is profotUldly meaningful -- whether it bears immediate fruit or not.

If it paves one more inch of the road ahead, one is more than rewarded by what is

achieved. This is truewha.te~rer setbacks ma.y follow: if a. mountain wall is once

climbed, later failt~es do not undo the fact that it has been shown that it can

be climbed. In this sense, every step forward in the pioneer effort of' the

united Nations inevitably widens the scope for the fight for peace.

..ZL .5 L,.~
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It is in that belief that I begin my second term as 8ecretar:r-General. And

it is in that spirit, I hope, that you who have gathered here todaj' to honor the

United Nations, b;r honoring the office I happen to hold, 'Will understand and give

support in t~e years ahead to the work carried on by the peoples thrOtlGh the

organization..

In that spirit also may I once again thanl>: you Mr. Mayor, and all those who

'?-,re here, for this occasion.

* *** oj(.
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Transcript of remarks by the'Secretary-Genera1 and the President of the UN
CorrespondencG Association at UNCA luncheon., 9 April 19'5S:

~ruce MUNN (President". United Nations Correspondents Association):

Ladies and gcntJ.emen, we a~e without the facility of the speake.r system, but.I

trust we can boheard. We regret this \Ultoward happening, and nobody regrets

it l!i»re t:·han l?::·o~essorBokhari. The doctor says he will be all right and,

immedia-l;ely e....·'><=!T hj.s seizure, he expressed his regrets to the Secretn.ry-Genere.l

aac. of' cou'cse 'j{) 70'..l.. We 1,houg:J:~ it best that· we shOuJ.d come in here, for

obvi'')llsly ht; '-'..:~ed;:; some ca:-e and a1iten"b1cr. for the next short period of time.;

So I aJl fJ""x13 Y<.lU are a:1 wtll.ing to put up with the mcon'lenience of bebg

crowded . +:::n",q this room.

NoW' for ~~l.' i."J.trooilctic~1 I can give you only the words of authority, the.

man 'Who f -:':.d. IiI ~...!'1 not rluch a believer in anniversaries". We in the

Cort"espo~dents .A8sociatJ.on knew this. We knew that with this characteristic

mO~~3ty there votud be 210 official UN celebration, a!though word reaches me by

the gra:pev:~ne tb~,t the City of New York is going to make a f'uss 'of s,orts

tomorrow. T:oot frankly had occurred to us. But today we will present no

sc!"ol.i:s ,"J~ wE: !.ssue no proclamations. To be frank about it, we are a 11ttle

silorton Gcrol.l-w:dters and proclamation issuers.

We b8."ft thrJUght of };lerh'3l's a formal dinner, a presentation, flowery orat.ory.

We thought.that was not in keeping with the relationship that we all have with
. J

the man. So we thought it would be better if we sort ofe.sked him to .comeand

have a s]?Ot of· lunch with us on an inf'ormal basis, much. the same way as all of

us, when the expense accounts come in on time, call up a friend and say, "Why

don I t you drop by for a biten. And this is what ve have done. It is .of course

an occasion.

I think most of you can recall five years ago when there was an election

campaign of sorts. There were four candidates who were pushing hard and being

hard pushed. As I recall, there was a Canadian, who at that time had some

.political repute; the~e was a Filipino soldier; ~here was a Polish toogue-

twister, if my Slavic friends will forgive my Anglo-Saxon inadequacies; and

(more)
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there was an Indian beauty. When the Security Council voted for the last time,

I happened to be off and my staff -- the UP was affluent in those days, we· had

a staff -- my staff called me and said: tiThe new Secretary-General is

Dag Hamma.rskjold." And as I recall, my reaction was, IfWho is het"

Now five years later I do not believe there is anybody in the world who

asks that ques:tion. His name has become a world-wide household word.. I think

it is probably even better known that Oleg Popov or Bob Hope in the countries

affected.. His name has even for most of us become a pocket-piece. MJat of

you carry it in your pmcket. I might say that his signature bas o;,;.tlasted those

of five of your Olm Presidents. And quite a si~atl1re it is. On t~ authority

of the author.. I might say that it looks the same backwards ~d f'orwards 0 And

he acknowledges that at ~east n appearance it has some resel:lblance to Arabic.

I suspect this may be one of his secrets-diplcmatic of courae~f e:uccess in.

dealing with the MidCLle East. Now five years have gone by and today he comes

to us, regretfully, to speak to us for the last time in his first term as

Secretary-General.

I regret that and as I look around here, if you will forgive me, I see

reason for quite a few others of you to regret it, because we have all aged at

least five years in trying to keep up with the man. He himself is unchanged.

As a matter of fact, I have information that a major reason why Jack Ben';ly

docided to advance his age from the pel~ennial thirty-nine was that Hammarskjold

looked younger than Benny.

Mr. Secretary-General, if this is not a record crowd for an UNCA lunch,

it will do unt1lwe move our affairs into the Coliseum. I suspect toot you

have had larger crowds at your news conferences, but I would ];Joint out that today

they paid to come here. And this is an infallible test of their eS,teem for you.

Ladies and gentlemen, I could very formally ];Jresent the Secretary-General

of the United Nations. I prefer, as I suspect you do, to give you our friend,

Dag Hammarskjold.
(more)
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The~~.9RE:mRY..GENFRAL: I thank you, Mr ~ President, or rather, 13ruce,

and ladies and fent:l,,:men, or rat:her ~ friends. I am 'xat:her temp"tedto, continue

on a kin1bf firB"t-l1r;m;.e basiswi"th very, very many of"you.. who, in-,"the course

of these five ~rl'o:3.\·S, I :':lavego"t t:o k.."1oW in such' a way as to giva me "the righ"t

"to addi'r;~s'Yo'" i.ll t{J('!,tway. In fa.c"t, by chooSillgthis way of eAowini~ your

f:"~ie':1(l.ship at, ti...:.s :.re:,~:.i ve.rB;;ry, YuU have followed t:he same lUte -- YO'l hJ.ve

re(J.i,~~..y a::;;,r::~oo..::tlp.d tbe w;10le situa~ion and me on a firsij-name basis, a..'l(l I am

ver.-y) ver-:;}grate.t"uJ,. for .tba."t. You certainly could no"t have s"truck -a note:,

\,!hich, f::');"Q. my poin"tof ~cw,woul,d be more of a sign ,of how things have

devclop~-~ Oncl" :."':Vc ~'t'a:"s a1:1 hmi "they s~ou1d. develop int:he future. I ,can "tell

you that ~ t;:..:~:)Jr.:Jhat this ges"ture of ~':)urs is a bet"ter summ.i.ng t:.p of how I look

at 0:1:;:' relJ.tilJus t:han a.'1y wCJrds I could uee myself.

Vie in~et: in i:;:-:I.is vay not only as friends, bu"t I -1IlOuld say as collaborat:ors

in what I -thi~:ll{ is a common cause. As you said, I em reCi.lly no"t very m'J.chf'or

anrdversl3.ries. But:, on "the o"ther hand.. "they are quite useful things because

"t~1C'Y fc'!:';c: evc:''-~lj.)-:)dy tJ look backwards and "to . look forwards. T1;1ey ~ive you a

strong f~"'1.ing,of hov; q'J.icldy "things are moving, how quickly "time pas,ses, and
• J ., .' •

they giv~ ,)~U ~ very strong feeling of how short a time you have, to do 'what you

care to do a;1d want "to do.. .

I mus"t SfiY that "the Ump. "to which' you vle::l"t back in your words, which is in
'fact five years ago, se~mst:o me "to be only yesterday. And I am sure, "that,...u......

we are' permit'ted to meet in the same way, certainly not for the same reason fiv

sears fronn~ Sh~l.lOOk 0 at the new five years and a"t "the whole of the

~en years asjus"t a, day back of us. vlell, "that is food for "thought, because

it: does mean something conce:rt:Ling "the very short 'span of time in which we can

wor~ toge"ther al?,' collabora"tors in wha"t I can' "the common cause. That is to

say, in a sen,se I feel ,"tha"tanniversat.~:es, althOUgh "they are a cause of rejoicing-
'.,' '~

we ha.ve had.· a goOd "t1me"together-'they are in a certain sense more a cause

for serious reflec"tion and considera"tion. '

(more)
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You know I have again and again used one word which must test your

pat 1Ence very badly, and that is the word "patience". You rightly expect if
\

not results at least progress reports in the true sense of the worc..~ and not in

the diplomatic s€J."lse of no progress at all, reports which indicate that things

are moving and moving at such a pace as to be noticeable. The slow, slow growth

''lhich goes not beyond only our time but really beyond the span of' generations is

something which seems to us too slow, because it cannot be put dow"Il in figures

and let~ers and dots and points. There is just no way of saying how far we have

got. You have to have it in your fingertips; you have to have the feeling,

8r'.d even what you have in that way is insufficient for you to say, "He have made

progress". Fina.lly, you fall back on that most elusive of things, your

confiden.ce in the fr:..ct that progress has been made, that we are moving in the

right d~.rection, although you cannot prove it, perhaps not even to yourself.

It certainly does happen to me that in that way I doubt whet.her n!lything

really has hapfened, whether we have really moved. At the same time" I feel it

in a sense with every fibre that it has, that we are there, that things are going

in the right airf~ction; that is to say, e. thing which is impossible to get

across obviously in a p'ress conference with a give and take of quastior..s and

answers. It is difficult to get across even in e. private talk When you can sit

together as friends one evening. And I do not hope to get it across here to you,

but that is really the kind of side comment I would like to make to our exchanges

in press conferences.

Very often I ask myself in line with your own questions: "But really, have

you got a solid basis for what you say when you voice this so-called optimism?1I

And somehow the whole system replies, nYes, you have", and yet I cannot spell it

out.

There is a Swedish poem which I'll have to translate to you.· It is very,

very glod in my own language; it will probably be a fairly poor translation, but

I can at least get across the idea. It was in fact. written at whatever
of

hundredth anniversary of the University / Up,psala by a close friend of mine who

is now dead. He wrote at one point that: l'The past is always with us and to the

coming days we are those who carry the past centuries and also our own few dayslJ

I think that is really the way we must look at all our various efforts in the

realm of international peace, of the movement towards a world of .order and justice.

(more)
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He have back of us the responsibtlity created by, in fa9't, centuries of

development. He have in front ·of us n:.il~:m:1a;. And in between those centuries.

and thos~ xr::'..Uari.uio. there are a few years which we might measure in· days and weeks

~nd years and five-year ter.ms of office of the Secretary-General, if I look at it

from mY angle, and those days "are· really nothing in comparison to what is back

of us, and what is in front of us. But they get their sense from What is back

of us, andth~Jr get their sense in what they mean for the future; that is to say,

what we ca"l h~nd over after our time of work is not just w~t we have m:maged to

add to the he.':_"t.s.p.;e, it is the whcil~ heritage with the little we have r.;q:Hl.ged to

a6.d.

(more)
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It is a confession to a kind of conservatism, a confession to a belief in

the continuity of human history, of the history of society, of the history of

hu:uan en~leavour. It is also a belief in the steady growth of human endeavour

in a sOi,lnd <lirE;ction. I cannot belong to or join those who believe in our

movement towards catastrophe. I believe in growth, a growth to which we have

a responsibility to add our few fractions of an inch.

It is not the facile faith of generations before u~ who thought that

everything was a~ranged for the best in the best of worlds or that physical

and psycI.ological development necessarily' worked out towards something they

called progress. It is in a sense a. much harder belief -- the belief end the

faith tha-l:. the f'J~;ure T·...illbe all r::'ght because there will always be er..,Kgh

peopJ.e to f'i.8~·i,. for a decent Iuture.

I do not ';'bink that there is an;ything auto:natic in progress. I do not think

that there is 8Dytbing we get for nothing in success. But I do believe firmly

that here in t:'1':'s rJ0m, f',roun1. this Organization, in this city, in this country,

in the wO:::.i, t:.el'r; arz enough people who are solidly engaged in this fi~ht

and ~vho aTe strong enough and dedicated enough to guarantee its success. It is

in a sense a switch f'r():m. the atmosphere of pre-19l4 to what I believe is the

atmosp~ere of our generation in this time -- a switch from the, so to say,
mechqnical .

I optimism of previous generations to what I might call the fight~ng

optimism ('!:: thi03 rresent generation. We have learned it the hard way, and we

wiJ.l cert':.~:'j:'yhave to learn it again and again and again.

Tais ..~cent, of course, is an accent which may strike a somewhat jarring

note to your ea.rs on an occasion like this. But I think that you understand

that really reflects the kind of thoughts llhich are unavoidable when you try

to look back over this very short span of time and you try to look ahead. In

that work over this short period and with this short future-but with the

er::ci:eas future on the other side of the future in which we will be active.-we

have been working together and we will be working together.

I thinlc that this is a very proper occasion for me to thank you for many

things which I have no need to spell out in any detail -- for patience, the

word I already mentioned, for confidence, for encouragement and for friendship.

This is, as you well know, a tough job. I do not like to talk about it in such

terms, but I can easily make that confession. However, it is rendered infinitely

easier by the kind of reaction which I have enjoyed from you. It has not

(more)
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perhaps been always very quick in the bu!ld..up, but I think that it is all the

more solid. The best I can wish myself for. the futu.re is that we may still

further develop this kind of relationship, that we will get to know each o-r.her

even better and that, in that light, we will come to share in an even more

essential sense than we have eo far this feeling of joint responsibility to the

past and to the future, which I tried to interpret.

I really have nothing to add. I do believe that we know each other

well eno"J.g:i:l for you to understand and understand fully what I have tried to

get across. So my final words in this little speech of t:i:lanlts to you, Broce,

md to all your frier!ds and colleagues is just a renewal of what I saic.. .. - the

warmest, warmest thanks for this invitation of yours and for what it ~cows of

confidence, friendship and the will to go 8h&ad along the road we bave to follow.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD TO A 'M;F.El'ING

9F MEMBERS OF BO'!'jf HOUSES OF PA.llLI~IT mmER.. ZiE2pSPICES

OF THE BRITISH GROUP OF T"~E INTF.:R-PARLLAMENTARY UN"!'()~T
- '. + _.-

(The following teJCt is being re:'..eased simultaneously in London.)

The pioneeri."1g wo::"k upon which the United Nations is engaged in international

life owes I:Il'Uch to thos<3, who in these precincts of Westminster, generati.:>n aftar

generation, sot:.ght to establish and apply the principles of orderly government in

the life ot the British nation.

Over the centuries your ancestors pioneered in the development of the parlia

mentary system, in the defense of human rights and in the techniquas of peaceful

adjustment of your institutions to the ehanging needs of peoples. In that process

your kingdoms became united, borders within this island ceased to d.ivide and the

individual interests of your dif'ferent peoples were left to express themselves

individually Within a cOIIlll1on framework. And then the principles which your nation

had learned to apply were exported and transplanted throughout an empire, ca.rrying

with them the seeds of self-government and of the structure for a eommonwealth or
na.tions that is a unique achievement in tha history of man.

Now that the cycle of g:r.owth can be seen w:i.thin its perspective of several

oenturies, it is easie:;:- to see that it had to be a slow process, that a pragmatic

development served your interests best, and that periods ot confliot did not stop

the process of growth. It is more diffioult to study the conditions of gr,owth for

the United Nations in the same perspective and with the same detachment. As con

temporaries we are apt to be too mtlch swayed by the immediacy of danger and conflict

and to lose sight of the positive responses that are also evoked by the underlJr!ng

need for more effe"tive world organization.

(more)
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These developments come at a time when we are still far from being prepared

for world community. It is because world community does not exist at a time when

world interdependence has become a reality, that world organization has become a .

necessity as a bridge which may help us to pass safely over this period of

transition.

The United NatioDs,despite some formal reaemblances, hes none of the powers

of a world government or parliament. It is s framework for diplor~tic operations.

The power of decision remains, in almost all cases, with the member governments.

Beset as we are with what often seem to us to be the truly desperate anxieties of

our age, it is easy to be impatient with both the evident weaknesses of world

organization as thus constituted and the new complexities of international relations

which it reflects.

Some are tempted to seek for a solution in constitutional reform which would

turn the United Nations into a world authority enforcing the law upon the nations.

While respecting the goal of those who advocate such a course, most of us would

agree that the political realities with which we live, rooted as they are deep in

the disparate histories and cultures of many peoples, make this course impracticable

for the foreseeable future.

Others are tempted to go in the other direction. \~orld organization sometimes
~

seems to be more of an added complication than an agent helping to resolve the

procession of harassing problems with which they are faced. So there is a natural

temptation to direct policies and programs through familiar channels that avoid the

interposition of world institutions and, in the short tenn, seem to be more

manageable or to be more in accord with what are thought to be realistic politics.

Such a course, if it were to be persisted in, would consign the United Nations to

the fate suffered by the League of Nations.

I think most of us agree that between these two extremes lies the sensible and

truly realistic course. We should recognize the United Nations for what it is

an admittedly imperfect but indispensable instrument of nations in working for a

peaceful evolution toward a more just and secure world order. At this stage of

human history world organization has become necessary. The forces at work have

also set the limits within which the power of world organization can" develop at

each step and beyond which progress, when the balance of forces so permits, will

be possible only by processes of organic growth in the system of custom and law

prevailing in the society of nations.

(more)
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Since a universal collective security system whiCh cen egfQrce peace j e not -"'
~

yet within reach, since the nations in the meantime are maintaining systems of
(

alliance for coilective self-defense against armed attack, as they are authorized

to do under Article 51 of the Charter, what is the role the United Nations can

and should play today and in the immediate future as a contribution to the national

security ~nd well-being of its member states?

It seems to .ne that the Organization has a unique and vital role to play in

this respect.

The present systems of alli;nce •. reflecting as they do the prevailing balance....
of forces in the world, are, in the opinion of many, necessary expedients for a-period of transition. But they do not lead directly toward solutions. To move.... -
toward so!tiC!6i1S Which~ill make the future of the nations more secure than it

is today, we need to take whatever steps we can toward reducing the tensions and

toward blunting the sharp edges of conflict.

I believe, as I said in my last annual report to the members, that, "If' proper

ly used, the United Nations can serve a diplomacy of reconciliation better than

other instruments available to the member states. All the varied interests and

aspirations of the world meet in its precincts upon the common ground of' the

Charter. Conflicts may persist for lOng periods within an agreed solution, and

groups of states may actively defend special and regional interests. Nevertheless,

and in spite of temporary developments in th~ opposite direction under the

influence of acute tension, the tendency in the United Nations is to wear away,

or break down, differences, thus helping toward solutions which approach the

common interest and application of the principles of the Charter."

It is qUite true that the United Nations cannot assure even-handed justice

in the settlement of disputes, mainly because it does-not have power to enforce

its recommendations. But what the United Nations can dO, if wisely used, is to

help us to move forward in the direction of that goal. A diplomacy of reconcilia-

tion -- I use the term of the Charter practiced under the Charter, must be

gUided toward the goal of justice, and it is not only a pious phrase.

(more)
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direction would be

national security

On the contrary, whatever success that can be achieved in this

the greatest contribution that could be made to the reality of

for the member states.

It is sometimes said that the system of one vote for one nation in the United

Nations and the consequent preponderance of votes by the middle and smaller powers

damages the usefulness of the United Nations for the purposes to which I have just

referred. It is certainly not a pe~fect system, but is there any proposal for

weighted voting that would not have even greater defects?

In any case, this criticism seems to reflect in part the illusion th~t +'he

United Nations, because the form of its legislative processes resembles a national

government, is in fact like a govet'nment. Of" course it is ~ot. The Gener9.l

Assembly, for eX&II!ple, i6 not a p~'(':'jamen"~ of e:uc";ed neJ1bers but a diplomatic

meeting of delegates of member sta~~s who repreop.nt gove~nmsn+.al policies. These

policies are subject to all the influences that would prevail in any case in inter

national life, where all nations are sovereign but the minority of greater powers

obviously exert more influenoe t,han the majority of sID2ller powers.

It is also sometimes said that the representation in the United Nations of the

nations of Asia and Africa, many of them newly independent, is out of proportion to

their power and tends to exacerbate the many problems of transition in the relation

ship of these continents to the West, especially to Europe.

I believe a careful appraisal of the realities of our time would lead most of

us to the opposite concll~3ion in both respects. In the United Nations we see re

flected the political rebirth of Asia and the awakening of Africa. But t.he United

Nations, of course, is in no sense a cause of these great changes. Indeed, the con~

scious policy of the United Kingdom has played a very large part indeed in the ap

pearance upon the world scene of so many newly independent states. And I believe

that;tDe role of the United Nations, like the policy of your government, in the

evolution that has occurred over the past 12 years~has tended, on balance, to ,"

ameliorate rather than to exacerbate conflicts that would have occurred in any case.
r--_----~------------------------------,;,.,,---...As to the future, a more effective and increasing use of the United Nations as

a diplomatic instrument, in which the functions of debate and vote are used more

frequently to further a diplomacy of reconciliation in the sense of the Charter

rather than merely to score propaganda points, or to defend against them, offers the

best hope, I believe, for a peaceful evolution in the relationship of Asia and Africa

with the West, just as it should do in the relationships of the West with the Com

munist countries.

(more)
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Criticism has been directed against the great emphasis which I have in recent

years put upon the adaptation of private diplomacy to the multilateral framework of

the world Organization in pursuit of the goals of the Charter. But, whether you

call it private diplomacy, or quiet diplomacy or something else, I believe it iB

in the interests of the member Btates that we move in this direction.

I would not for B moment suggest that the functions of debate and vote do not

have their essential place in world affairs todny. Nor would I suggest that any

step be taken that would retard th~ development of an increasingly infJuential role

for a well-informed pUblic opinion in the making of foreign policy. But the

United Nations is BUbject to the same principles as apply to diplomacy in all its

forms. Long experience has shown ~l:J.at r.eZoti6tion in publ:l.c alr:;ne does not

produce results. If the United Na~ions is to s~~ve &3 an increasingly effective

instrument of negotiation, the prj.nciples and m~thods of traditional diplomacy need

to be applied more fully alongside its pUblic procedures.

There are many opportunities for the greater use of private diplomacy in the

United Nations in conj"J..'1ctic,n with its parliamer:~ary procedures. Let me give you

a few examples drawn from the experience of recent years. Some of them have a

direct relevance to the relationship of the West ~ith the Communist countries, some

with the relat:ionship of the West with the Middle East. All of them have served

the aims of UN and have been used to reduce the tensions and dangers of conflict.

The first example is the follow-up to the Atoms-for-Peace plan adopted by the

General Assembly in 19)4. One part of that plan was to bring the atomic scientists

and engineers of the world together for an exchange of information on the peaceful

uses of atomic energy, as distinct from its military applications. To help in plan

ning the first such scientific conference, the General Assembly created an Advisory.
Committee on Atomic Energy to advise the Secretary-General. On this Committee of

seven, outstanding nuclear scientists like Sir John Cockcroft have served as

governmental representatives of the three major atomic powers, the United Kingdom,

the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

This Committee, Which always sits in private, contributed a great deal to the

success of the first Geneva Conference in 1955 on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy

and is making a similar contribution this year in the preparation for a second such

conference to be convened in Geneva next September 1st. We already know enough

about the scope and character of the papers which will be presented at the coming

Conference to assess the remarkable extent to which barriers

(more)
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have been and.ar~ being broken dOvm in this important field.

Anothe-r podftt: while it was the General Assembly which ,~oted

in public session for the creation of an International Atomic Energy Agency within

the United Nations r family, agreement on the statute for this Agency was reached

only after months of patient and private negotiation among the member states named

to prepare the way.

The United Nations Radiation Committee established by the G~neral

Assembly is another organ on whioh "East" and "hTest" are represented va-.ieh also

has met ~onsistently in private in the preparation of its fcrthcomi.')g report. There

has been, in this oommittee of spe~ialists, a consistent effcrt to arrive at con

clusions whioh will repres6nt the CunBen~~s of the best scientifiJ thought of the

whole world, regardless of political conB~derat~ons, about a problem which deeply

concerns all the peoples of the wodd.

My s~cond example concerns the establishment and operations of the United

Nations Emergency Force~hich has done/~ach to bring quiet to the Armist~ce Line

between Egypt and Israel and t.:> aot as a stabilizing influeno~ in the entire ar~a,

You w:Ul recall that the General Assembly deoided to establish UNEF and gave th"

ForM its terms of reference by an overwhelming vote within a couple of days, This

was, of course, an emergency situation, but it was possible to aohieve this result

only because the infOl~l procedures of private diplomacy had been very intensively

~xeroised during the Sf1.Vi."t time available. When the Assembly created utTEF, it also

established a UNEF Advisory Committee to advise the Seeretary-General on the many

questions that arose concerning the operation and funotionL~g of the

Force. This Committee, meeting in private, has continued to playa most valuable

role ever since. We have, in this case, an example of a three-stage

operation whioh is natural in the United Nations and can be very helpful in getting

l",onstructivEl results: private diplomaoy preceding pu1;llic debate and then employed

~gain to follow through.

I believe that a greater use of private diplomacy in the work of the Seourity

Council might also yie~d fruitful results. There is an unused paragraph in th~

United Nations Charter, Article 28, paragraph 2, which reads: "The Security C01,lIlcU

shall hold periodic meetings at whioh each of its members may, if it so d~siresi, be

represented by a member of the government or by some other specially dMignated..

l'~'Presentative," In his commentary to Parliament at the time the Charter was blSing

"..~)'[\.si.d.(l>:r~d, the then S~cretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom

Mid of th:Ls paragraph, lilt is by these meetings:1n particular that governments

(m""e)
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would be able to carry out the fourth Purpose of the Organization." This fourth

purpose is "to be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment

of these common ends. 1t

I do not suggest any move at this time to give formsl effect to this paragraph,

aut I do think that its application from time to time to the negotiation of appro

priate questions might contribute not only to the processes of conciliation but

also toward developing in a new direction the important role that the Security

Council is intended by the Ctarter to play in the task of peace-making.

Another example relates to the special responsibilities borne by the ~Jnited'

Nations for the Armistice Agreements between Israel end her Arab neighbors and in

encouraging a course of development that we hope will lead in time to conditions

more favorable to the peaceful settlement of the Pales~ine question than now exist.

This United Natio:1s responsibi~ity :'s, as you knn"i, shared by the Security Council

and the Office of the Secretary-General. Each has its part to play in upholding

the Armistice Agreements and its obligation to seek, whenever opportunity presents

itself, to move towarc resto~irg these agreements to their full application and

toward lowering the temperature -- even if it be by only a few degrees -- in an

area where, as you well know, the temperature has fluctuated Wildly.

It so happens that the Office of the Secretary-General has a place in many of

the examples I have cited. But this need not be so. There are many opportunities

open to the member governments and to their representative organs in the United

Nations which do not im-c,lve my office for the greater use of private di:')lomacy of

a traditional kind side-by-side with the public procedures of parliamen+'~TY diplo

macy, either through the use of additional formal procedures or on a purely informal

basis.

Let me now turn briefly to two questions with which all of us are deeply con

cerned: first, the problem of disarmament and, second, the problem of economic

development for Asia and Africa.

It is obvious that controlled disarmament will be possible only through the-
~nited Nations, fecause any disarmament system has to be adopted and administered

by e world organization whose members include practically all nations of the world.---..... -
However, that does not exclude the use of private diplomacy both within and outside

the United Nations. Indeed, such diplomacy is necessary in preparation of decisions

in the UN on disarmament.

(more)
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How it can best be exercised is a matter for the governments principally con

cerned to decide. What is of the utmost importance and, indeed, of the utmost

urgency, is the exercise of diplomacy at whatever levels, within or without the

United Nations, may be necessary to win agreement upon some first step or steps

which would put some brake upon the armaments race and contribute to the real

national security of all concerned.

As to economic develop~ent, particularly in Asia and Africa, the ~ole of the

United Nations and the specialized agencies has been small compared with bilateral

aid programs. It has been natural for the governments of the industrially advanced

countries to proceed cautiously in the direction of multilateral aid while the

United Nations and the special1z;d agencies we~e gairdng experience in the adminis

tration of such aid progra~s. Bu~ there have bedn pnlitical reasons, as well, for

the somewhat secondary role assig~ed 60 far by the member states to the United

Nations in this field.

I was, th~refore, glad to observe during the last session of the General

Assembly evidence of a growl~g recognition of the political value of the multi

lateral United Nations approach, as ~eflected in the unanimous votes to establish

a Sepcial Projects Fund and a new United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.

The Special Projects Fund, if carried through as intended, will more than

triple the present Technical Assistance program of the United Nations family and

tie it more closely to basic economic development projects. The new Economic Com

mission for Africa will strengthen the influence of the United Nations ~n an area

where political tensions are likely to become higher in the years immediately

ahead, and it can help to a considerable extent in reducing these tensions.

I hope that the industrially developed countries, both western democracies and

communist, will give increasing weight to the United Nations approach in their

economic relationships with Asia and Africa. The dominant mood of the peoples of

these continents is often described as nationalism. This is·a fair enough descrip

tion. But the real basis of this great change goes deeper, I think. There is back

of it also a desire of countriea of Asia and Africa to see applied ¥bat the Charter

calls 'lehe equal rights of men and women aod of nations large Qnd Small."

(more)
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These peoples are inclined to resent eeonomic .1d offered with political .

strings. When this happens they sometimes tend ~O,shO-p around in an effort to take

whatever advantage they can of the competition for political influence. But they

do not'like it. Nor do they like to be placed in the position of recipients of

charity. They would much prefer a hard-headed system of technical assistance,

carried out main11 through the United Nations family of agenoies.

So much attention has been paid to the need f<?r gre~ter capital investment in

economic development that the pressing ne~a of most pf the,newly inde~endent

countries for trained administrators has tended to be overlooked. Here, again, it

seems to me that the United Nations can perform a useful service.

It will take many of the new countries 20 to 30 years to train enough adminis

trators. If they are to carry out their development plans, what are they to do in

the meantime? They do not want to be directly dependent on other nations. But the

main sources from which they can draw trained manpower for administration are the

industrially advanced countries.

I have suggested the creation by the United Nations of an International Adminis

trative Civil Service as a way of solving this problem. Under this plan the United

Nations would recruit the administrators, Qut they would then serve as seconded mem

bers of the n~tiona1 administrations of the countries re~uest1ng them, in much the

same way -- but in reverse -- ao national civil servants are seconded for service

for a period of years to the international civil service of the United Nations.

I am sure there are many thou8nnds of able men and women who would be glad to

dedicate part or all of their lives to such a service. And I am equally sure of the

need for their service and of the welcome they would receive if they went under the

auspices of the world Organization.

The relationship of the economic and social programs of the United Nations to

the problem of increasing the national security of its member states is too often

overlooked in practice. An increasing emphasis on the multilateral approach -- in

economic as well as in political matters -- offers many difficulties, as I have noted

earlier. But it also offers more hope than any other method I have heard advanced

for dealing with some of the gravest dangers of our times. The political and

economic goals of the Charter need to be integrated with the policies of governments

if the possibilities for relaxing tensions and increasing security are to be more

fully exploited.

(more)
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Those who fought here in these precincts in past centuries for the rights of

men belonged to the world and not only to England. Across the earth many lands can

fairly boast of such champions of freedom through the centuries. In this sense, the

United Nations is not a new idea. It is here because of centuries of past struggle.

It is the logical and natural development from lines of thought and aspiration going

rar back into all corners of the earth since a few men first began to think about

the decency and dignity of other men.

Now the lines between na.tional and interna.tional policy have begun to bluf. ....-...
What is in the na.tional interest, when truly seen, merges naturally into the inter-

..... .....,....,..~I" !id;-' ,ljZt.·· '."....... l"",,'~",,' 0$ I 'l' i""'1 Q... . _~JII!iI"""'Il •..ilf .....!i$!A£

national interest.

I am reminded of a memore~dum ~Titten in 1907 by Mr. Eyre Crowe for the British

Foreign Office. He advised then th~t Britaints best safeguard for the future would

be a national policy that is n so directed as to harmonize with the general desires
""""'-q -,,"I~_-

and ideals common t'O&I.riiiaoftincI', 'mM m01'~ pa:fI~!l!'CiIe:r!'y t:'fiat •". • is closely iden-
• ·~--~"""'--"';~~~':-.lI ..'..~t .-i ........·~.....bit#

tified with the p~imary and vi~al interests of a majority, or as many as possible,

of the other nations."

This seems to me to be a policy -- and a principle -- which it would be both

right and wise for all nations to seek to follow. It is, in effect, the policy and

the principle of the United Nations Charter.

* *** *
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INTRODUCTORY FEMARKS Fl SELWYN LLOlD, UNITED KINGDOM

SECRETARY qF STAm FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, BEFORE THE ADDRESS

BY UN SECRETARY -GErIERAL DAG HAMMIlRSKJOLD TO A MEETING OF MEMBERS

OF _BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAi\1ENT, TJvNDON I 2 APRIL 1958

- (The following is a transcription of a Un:f.ted N'ations Radio voice cireuit from
London r.eceivedthis afternoon. ' It precedes the text of the Secretary-~ener.a+'s
address given in Press Reles$e SG/668.)

Mr. lLOYD: - ••• introduce the Secretary-General of the United Nations to you

this afternoon. I think he was already well known to many of us as every dist'in

gUished pUblic servant of his own country in the field of finance apd·economics and'

al§o foreign affairs. But~ over the last five years, he has-become known throughout

the world as a great international pUblic servant. (Transmi~sionuncleer.) ••• the

way in which he does his job is the extreme skill and Sagacity with which he carries

out the functions of his office, the unique knack he has of keeping his problems

in proper perspective. And I think that the serviceswh:tch he, tlS an individual,

has made to the cause of peace cannot be exaggerated in any aUdience- on either side

of the Iron Curtain. He is also a personal friend of some of us here. F0r these

reasons, it gives me great pleasure to ask him to speak to us.

*' * *
INSERTS IN.THE TEXT OF THE ADDRESS BY UN SECRETARY-GENERAL

DAG HAMIvIARSKJOLD TO A MEETING OF MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES

OF PARLIAMENT, LONDON, 2 APRIL 1958

(The following should be inserted in Press Rele~se SG/668, Page 5, after the
first sentence of the last paragraph on that page, referring to the Advisory Committee
on the Peaceful Usee of Atomic Energy.)

Perhaps I might at this point mention a question of procedure whioh may be of

perticular interest in this House of Parliament. In order to overcome in this Com

mittee the difficulties which necessarily arise because of predominant political

conflict, and to get unanimity or, at least, to reach agreement, I have, as Chairman,

(more)
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ruled -- and I have got it accepted fram the beginning -- that no vote is ever

taken. Instead of a vote, the Chairman sums up his conclusions from the debate,

and any member. of the Committee is free to go on record with his objections to

the summing up. Never in the course of these years has any such observation been

put on record "in the Committee.

It does serve one purpose -- and that is that, if we can get over some of

the .procedural hurdles, the meeting of minds is closer at hand than one would

sometimes believe from reading what is published about the very same questions.

Let ~e revert to the question of the second Atomic Conference. We already

know •••

* * "*

(The following should be inserted in Press Release 8G/668, Page 6, regarding
the Advisory Comnittee on the United Nations Emergency Force.)

Also, this second Advisory Committee, by the way, applies the somewhat extra

ordinary procedure to which I referred -- and, so far, with the same happy result.

I might perhaps add here another word by way of a kind of footnote on this

Emergency Force, as an illustration of how we work in the United Nations. The Force

was created in an emergency situation, and for that reason we had to improvise. We

had to improvise in the field of international law, in the field of military organi

zation, in various fiel~s Where usually one does not really like to jump into the

cold water and. start sw~.mm1ng without having learned how best to swim. That means

that the Force, as established, cannot, in my view, serve as a good foundation on

which to build anything permanent of the very same form. But it does serve as an

extremely useful and valuable experiment. We have learned very much. And, in the

Secretariat, I have started a study which will digest our experiences, work out in

form. some kind of blueprint, master texts of the kind needed £or this kind of opera

tion. That means that, if another operation of a similar type should arise, where

the same need would be felt, we would not have the Force but we would have every

thing ready in such a way that we would not again improvise. We would not again

make those unavoidable mistakes into which, so to speak, you rush when you just

must get the thing going without having had the time to study it carefully before.

(more)
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In a sense, what I have said here is a reply to the question of whether or

not, at the present stage, we should work for a permanent Force. I think the

counsel of wisdom is, in the first instance, to digest the experience, to work

out what I call the blueprints, the. master texts for agreements, for orders, end

so on and so forth ••• (inaudible) ••• to get that firmly in hand, and then work

with that as the emergency arrangement.

Those who are interested in the financial question may, I think, take special

pleasure in the fact thet this does not cost anything -- and ~he other operation

is an extremely costly one, as our p.xperience has shown.

To turn to a more regular field of United Nations activities, I believe that

a greater use of private diplomacy•••

* * *
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(In the Secretary-GeneralIs absence} his statement will be read to "'.he opening
meeting in Kuala LUIIJ?ur of the 14th session of the UN Economic CommissJ.:m for Asia
and the Far E--lst by Philippe de Sey.aes, TJnder-Secre'Ca:ry for the Departm,:.mt of
Economic and Social Affairs.)

Two years ago I was privileged to be present at t~le sS3cion of th1s Commission..

Since then there has been a further welcome accession to the Commission'v member

ship. I am referring of course to the admission of the Federation ~f 14alaya, in

whose beautiful capital city this Commission has the good fortune to convene today.

May I take this opportunity of extending my warmest congratulations :'0 the Govern..

ment and the people of Malaya who are now united with us in our global organization.

I should like also to express my heartfelt thanks to the Prime Minister and the

Government\of the Federation of Malaya for their generous invitation and their

gracious hospitality.

On more than one occasion I have emphasized the valuable work ar.d constructive

influence which the regional economic commissions contribute to the activities of

the United Nations. The General Assembly at its last session could give us no

better procfof its appreciation of the work of the commissions than its decision

recommending to the Economic and Social Council the establishment of Qn Economic

Commission for Africa.

Convening in Malaya, in the first year of its independence, a Conference

devoted to economic cQoperation highlights two of the most inspiring aspects of

the United Nations mandate, the twin objectives, embodied in our Charter, of

emancipation and development. Her~ as elsewhere, the problem of peace and security

continues to dominate our thoughts, heightened by the increasing efficiency of

weapons of mass destruction. Indeed, our reflection on economic matters cannot

fail to bring into focus the paradox that, at a time when amazing technical

progress seems to make possible a decisive attack on human misery and poverty, an

understanding has not yet been reached which would banish from our lives the

threat of total destruction.
(more)
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The diversion of factors of prbduct~~n from constructive uses to the manu

facture of armaments with an excee~in~lYhigh rate of obsolescence significantly

narrows the limits of economic development. That, in spite of such lLoits, a

remarkable pace of pr6gress was achieved in this region during the po:."t decade is .'
primarily a testi~ony to the enormous efforts of the peoples a~dto t.1eir. re~diness

to make sacrifices in order to secure a better future •. It is aiso a consequence

of the great measure of' internationalcooperat:!.on 'Hhich,l.lnder proU::lIlS of

mutual aid, has in the last ten years and in E~ite of the burden. of c:rmaClents,

tak,en place in the I furm, of transfers of capital and sl{ills. from inc .:Gtrialised
. . \

to less developed cou.ntries. During this deoade, in fact, organized transfers,

supplememtirig the traditional movements of cnpital and skills, seem to have emerged

as a new and accepted permanent feature of the world economy.

v/hile the world cannot as yet feel relieved f:a.'o'3'l' its preoccupatic.ls with

problems of se,cl,lrityand disarmament, a large number of constructive adivities

are going on in 'Which the United Nations and its family of organiZ atia..s have .a

growing share. ,1venin the face of the proble~s still dividing the maJ~rpowers,

the value of these constructive effortscanhl:irdly be minimi~ed. It is _~n that

light,. and in the hope that all these peaceful efforts made throughout L.eworld

will one day bear upon the approaches to the crucial issues of our cent\. 'Y1 that

the work which ~hiB Commission, within. its limited meer$, is patiently an~ unob

trusively performing to improve the well-beIng of the Asian peoples deserves,

praise and admiration.

While the Charter of the United Nations is all-embracing so far as improving

the well.being of people throughout the world is concerned, our actu:..l activities,'

started'ten years ago on a very modest scale. In spite of all limitu.tionsand in

the. face of growing impatience, our work has considerably developed. ,The yea,r

1951 can be remembered as one in which new departures were made in v~rious

directions.

I have already referred to the creation of an Economic Commission for

Africa.

During the past ,year also a new agency was born in the family of -l-he

United Nations, designed for international cooperation in the peaceful uses

of atomic energy: it has established its Headquarters in Vienna, and is now

linked to the United Nations through an agreement the terms of which were

(more)
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approved by the last General Assembly. This will mean a new endeavor in the

exchange and pooling of experience in the development of a new type of energy

which may become in due course a primary factor in the acceleration of economic

growth. It may eventually help countries \o1hichat present have to bear the

hed.tage of centuries of poverty in shortening the period required for ,he ..

earlier stages of economic development; and it is qUite important that .:. has

been conceived and set up to act in consonance with the broader inter~u~~onal

activities which have their center in the United Nat10ns.

Technical assistance continued to receive considerable attention as well .

as proposals for financing economic development itself, and the General ~ssernbly,

at its last session, took a major step forward in faoing certain of the require

ments of .development , although this may faU ahort of certain expectations.

In the course of its recent debates, it recognized that "neither the Expanded

Programs of Technical Assistance nor other eXisting progran:s of t:.i.e United·

Nations or the specialized agencies can now meet certain urgentneeris 1",hich, if

met, would advance the process of technical economic and socialdev010pment of

the less developed countries, and, in particular, would facilitate nc:.[capital

investments of all types -- private and public, national and internatl~nal -- by

creating conditions Which 'will make such investments either feasible dtmore

effective." In order to fill this gap, the Assembly decided to estabI::.sh "as an

expansion of the existing technical assistance and development activit:.E's of the

United Nations and the specialized agencies a separate Special'F'und wb '.r;h would,

provide systematic and sustained assistance in fields essential to the ~ntegrated

technical, economic and' social development ,of the less developed countries. 1I

A Preparatory Committee is scheduled to meet at United Nations Headqual'. ~.rs in

the very near future,and it is hoped that the Special Fund will be estatlished

on 1 January 1959.

With the setting up of this new instrument of international cooperation,

it becomes all the more impbrtant that the va:rious parts of a highly diversifted

system find their proper place and their appropriate functions and, in particular,

that the often arti·ficial barriers established between our research and our

operational activities be eliminated, so that all our, efforts may b0 more directly,

concentrated, toward the advancement of economic progress.

(more)
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After ten years of reflection and elucidation, we now see more clearly the

most effective ways in which assistance can be provided within our limited resources.

Among the fields which, in my view, need more intensive action I· would lj.ke to

mention that of public administration. I have drawn the attention.of ffiGmber govern

ments some time ago to the vacuum which frequently confronts the countrl8s entering

the industrial age and for which it is often difficult, without outsiae r~lp, to

solve problems arising from the lack of a sufficient n"..-:mber of experience:.- officials

to administer national econOIr.ic development plans ana ether branches of e'~)9nding

public functions. For this reason, I suggested the creation, within the LT:,"ited

Nations, of an international administrative service, to provide for the u!'llier

developed countries, at their request, experienced amninistrotors to work in their

civil service, public enterprises and other econo~ic organizations in an executive

capacity. I am glad to report that the Economic and Social Council has encouraged

me to make a start in this direction. Consequently, we are now proceeding along

the lines indicated on an experimental.bQsis, and we are also surveyi~g more

thoroughly the needs ana the desires of the goverruaents with a view to more compre

hensive and systematic action in the future.

The development of the ECAFE1s work in the past few years appear~ fortunately

to have kept pace with the progress achieved elsewhere. Particularly ~n the develop

ment and utiliZation of resources which are prerequisites for accelera"':.ed economic

growth, the Commission seems to becoming to grips with some of the problems of

great importance in the vast stretches of your region. It is, for examp~e, under

ECAFE's auspices that four countries, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and the R2?ublic of

Vietnam have joined forces in the exploration of possibilities of deveL'.".aent of

the Lower Mekong basin. This important project met with enthusiastic support not

only in this Commission but in the Economic and Social Council and in the General

Assembly. A United Nations mission headed by General \'Jheeler has now fou;::d that

the Mekong has impressive potentialities for multiplJrpose,· de7elopment and has

recommended a five-year program . of studies and investigations. I should like to

congratulate the riparian countries for their effectiveness in creating, among

themselves and within the United Nations, the coordinating machinery which is indis

pensable for the intensive investigations which will be required. From Headquarters,

I shall continue to give personal attention and support to this cooperstive effort.

Basic to the origin as well as to the future of t"is Commission is, of course,

the continuing analysis of problems of growth in the countries of the region.

(more)
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In this respect, I welcomed two yea~s ego, in my address to this Commission, the

establishment of anECAFE working party on economic development Bnd p]anning. It

is encouraging to note that-,atter having reviewed the gene:ral problems of methodo

logy underlying the formulation and meal~S of implementation of compreb:..nsive plana

and programs this working party is now concentrating on the more de~Jiled study

of certain aspects: the agriculture sector in 1957, industrial1z8tion ::'n 1958,. ,

end perhaps in 1959} balanced pJ;'ograms of soaial and economic develc lent, a

problem lThich is everywhere assuming crucial irr.portcr.cc in the free ent~rise

count.ries as well as in the centrally planned e(lonom~cs. Sp'2cial atter, c .:,m was

directed to this problem of balanced growth in the Horld Economic .Sur·vLl end met

with considerable SUppOl't in the Economic and Social Council from representatives

of countries with d.ifferent po11Uc~)., ~c. _nd social systems.

May I perhaps express the l'1f)pe ttuat the work of ~malysis pursued in the

working PS!'ty on Econo;nic Development erod Plann.i.og may be the prelud3 to discussion

of actual policies and plans with a view to their hanllcnization andc.:oordination.

By this} I do not necessarily mean tbe .-reh far elaborate institutlGnal schemes

of customs unions, free trade areas or regional markets, but the' pre' tical and

grad.ual recog.nition of econo:nic interdependence leading to continuinl!, cooperation

among governments, and to mutually beneficial specialization.

One of the most striking features of the world of today is the m' J.tiplicity

and variety of these efforts toward "integration" beyond national bour,;iaries, to

use the favourite word. of the social scientist. There is, it seems to me, grOWing

awareness of the fact that the delicate fiber of international cooperat~on must be

based on the harmonious development of the components of the world COIn!lJ'.,Ji'ty. He

see. eloquent proof of this tendency in the numerous endeavors taking p_~ce in

Western Europe and Scandinavia, in the new efforts at coordj.nation of :p::'.~'ns among

countries of Eastern Europe, in the progress of work cn a comnon market ~n Central

America, and studies on a regional market in Latin America as a whole, a~.l now

also in the new trends emerging in the Middle East. There are many motivations

behind these efforts; among these in a~~ost all cases, is the recognition of the

requirements of industrialization and the desire} particularly on the part of the

smaller countries, to overcome the handicaps of limited markets. The initiation

and promotion of such schemes can, of course, only come from the countries them

selves, and I would not venture to mal~e e forecast as to how 'and when 13 need for

them will be felt in this region; but the grOWing importance attached to intra

regional trade is perhaps a sign that the time may not be too far off. My purpose

(more)
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today is mainly to point out that the United Nations in its various ramifications

offers adequate machinery for the development of such policies within the frame

~rk of world-wide cooperation, if and when governments want to ma~e use of it.

In this context, I would like to emphasize here that the potentiali-,ies of

the United Nations are not necessarily exhausted by the methods of public debate,

but that qUiet consultations in the economic as well as in the political ·"':i.eld may

lead to mutual adjustments and coope1"ation. I mention this particularly ,.cceuse, a

resolution adopted last yezr by the Economic a~~a_ Social Council reque8'~"3 i.G.e to

review the existing scope and machinery for such consultations. This resolution, to

my view.testifies to the desire of member countries to surley all possible methods

which may help to bring under control the problems of our t.ime.

It seems to me that this Cornr~lission, vlhich is now strong with th3 experience

of ten years,' may in the future serve not only as a fOTurn for a u.seful exchange

of views and experience, and 8S an instrument for the provision of much needed

services, but also as a center for harmonisation of policies i.n the vc~'y meaning of

the Charter.

May I thank once again the Prime Minister and the Government of Mclaya and

wish you every success in your deliberations.

* *** *
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ADDBE~~ ~y DAG Hl~R$¥.J0LD 1 SECRm'A..~Y-GENERA.r. p' .T1!:E, UNITED NMIONS t

AT THE INAUGURATION OF TEE I~RNA'tIOM.L ltIyILnnvos FORBRO'1:aF.JUiOOIi' CAMPAIGN
.', .' '.

OF THE lmEPJIA'l'IO~L COMM:rT'tEE .9! ~Q..A' S OF THE PN!TJlJD STA.~ A,ND c..41JADAI.

AT CIJi.'VI:i.JUID I OlUO,. TUESDA'Y I 4 FEBRUAR'f 1958

Mr. Cha.irman, Ladies and Gentlemen: .,;: .'

I vas very glad to ac~ept the invitation to me.et with, you tonight, as you , ..
: . , . ." . _.

inagurate a campaign ~it!l the purpose of.strfj!ngthenine; ,international frien<iship

throUgh ~ united effort to help theyo~th ot the~~ld~',',' ,
," , .' . . ... :;. . . .~", ." .' .:.. .

It, is a frxther pleasure to tne tha.t amon.g your, guests are, representatives from"

many p~~~ of 'this' country e.~' tiel], as from C.ln3.da. \' ' ' i .' '.

The objec~ives of the proeram being ~1dertaken by the International Committee
. • . . ' . i. " .

of the Youne; Men! S Christian Asl3ooiation$ have pcir!ts ,in c6mmon .with those which the. . . ' ''. ," ',;', .. ' ."

United Nations itself pursues in ma.ny lands. Thea1ms sought .by you reflectsomeot

theasp1~at10nswhich we tn 'the United Na.~iops ~ve, ~et to;"iourselves. Indeed, it. '

may be said to be ,upon the oOJ;lcept of brothe~hQqd. -:-..8 concept involving, mutual und~r..

standi~ and resp~ct '-- that the Cha.rt~rof the Unite<l Nations was written and the, .
Or~1za.tion founded. • '."" ,.' , " " -: " ,,' . ,

.,. _4 '" .. "

. With:' th~s p,~r~lel <in ~;pq" I w,otu..d.li~e~ 1.f.I ma~, ,'1;0; .J.o1n wi~b you 1p loo~ng
. ,...;,

toward t~e future ton1gh~.. . ..
The force .and the urgenoY,C)f ~ve~~s e~sent;l,al.J,ypoJ:1tiC;e.l a.ndthe onrush ot

'. ;,: '. . ,'. ',. ',' .', ,.:." l.' '.,_.' ," ._, ., ' .. " .•. I .

vast scientific discoveries of overwhelming potential p~ver,have, <iuring the last

decade, tended to distract our I at~entipn .frpm. the,sUnPl.er truths an<i the human, ya;tues
.;. _ • . ,":.', ..•:.. :. '. .•... ".' ,.- •..•..• . ·1 ' .., _ .

without which the ~ra.ternity v~ ~l desire cannot emerge. ,We have lived. in' ~world.,.. .;' .~ :;' .",.' .: . . - . ,; . . ~ . . . .' -'" .

harassed by a sense of, inse9ur~ty., ,l?er~ps ,it ~,to.be expeoted" therefore.,. that "',
• • • _, • '. j ~." '. .• .:~ , _ • .'. ~. I ~." -,

such ~,large p~t of:"ou,r,reso~~~~,,~nerg1es~4J.n~nu1ty sh,O\ll<i)lavebeenyre- .• '

dominantly engage<i by oUr fears rather ,tnan by 0'+1" b.elie,t,1n man's capacity. to :bl1:J.lti........ . . ,". "" ~ .... . .' ",

a better future. " .. 'i 'c"': j" :c':; .. '" ," • ., ' ,

",- ..' , .

:•. - ·,,'t (more)." :. "
-.# .1,",:"

'.') \ 1

- , .. -! 1;'

',' i;;.·;;.

" . :-; ...• ;
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However, I do not bell4!\re that' 'ie" 'lllr{ trluah iohger atlswer With half-hearted and

timid measur~~"the"pdS1i1~~~'d~hfEuidS,6f' t.h~: preS$t1'tH: Th~y :~e:h~~'e and they must be

faced:. ' Theadequacy,of:,our responje t~ ~h.tn,will 1n great' .measUre: d~,term~ne ,tn.e,', ,',

future. They spr1nglargely from two '~ajor revolutionary' develo~men1;:S6to~r,t~,

- - the increasing fulfillment, in the form of new and inde~ri~~t· ~tioh~, ot:t~~
urge to self-determination, and the realization of a vast- majo~:Ltl ot IlIatikind tb8.t

'~~;Y.to'0 ~yim,t~ove' their economic: ~nd 'abets.l ~~:nditlonSb)<~st~bli~hiri~.~heir
c1a:1tnto a share,; in the ~nefits of a modern technology. '""" "

,These ::two ' trends; are, "d;icourse, irit:tmat~lY ~eiat~d,~d'they 'should 'be~"inet
1 ;,

with sympathy, w1th~vision,',w1th,huma.n1ty~·",

The goal of the International Committee of the YMCA which envisages the con-
, .. , • ,. " .••: ..., .,: ,. :',,: ,,.' ' • "of '.;'

struction of more than one hundred buildings in 33 countries, dedica.ted to" th~ ser':'

vice/educa.tion and train1ilg 'of youth," is encotitaging EWidence of 'this' BJ:')1~it:

'Th~Un1t'ed':Nations, Witht:a.r lesspublicitytha.n attends it endeavors '1n''the
\"""" , ~,:, " ",' I '. '.,,: " '. ., .:" .

political field, is working 1n the same spirft to meet these Deeds" 1- refer'es~'
---:. ",' ,,~ • . .. ..... . •. '. : ,"... .'!" " f\ . . ' .. • . ' " • ;•• ,. '.. '", l

p'ecially to activities of the Organization that are" directed at meeting' the demands

springing from the two major revolutiona:'y'd~veiopmentf> to ·«hich 'I h~v~' l'~re:rred.

'The Techn1cal Assistance Progr'am of the t1n1tedNE'.~c'ion6 v'as creat~d' iess' than

ten years ago. ; L:l:rnitedin resoUrces, and trlOdest'1nscope though' it still is, 'ii ':
:provides tangibieproof that effect'ive eeonoznic and 'social cooperation can'be:devel

oped through the United Nations bet\teer( donor' and ;ecipient coUntries; as "~qtiais,

in'the management of projects 'based on the 'principle of mutual help< 'iThtl~,' thro~gh

the Unfted NB;t1ons' and the Specialized'l-l.genc1es; over 5;006 t\~chIi1cians ;h~ve been

made available to more than 130 co~tries and territories in projects ':rang:!ng':from

the' imProvement of' agricUltural methods' and health and 'education"stanfuj,rd's to',~d~

vanced techniques of large-scale production and financial 'administration. Sottle 1,000
• • .'" . ,. • .', , ':. ,.. • ~" ": '.'. • " ", ' ! " : t,

fello\fships have been awarded,; seminara aIidstudy t'ours have been conducted,; "pIlot
'j.' •

projects ill.we' been undertaken. " ' , -,.'

The tJn::.ted Iiations GEme'ralAss'ettlbly tookactlon at its last sessloti ~hicJi, i
.' . ' . ,~, ~ ~ .- , " . , '. ~ '" t,'

hope, wilt open the way to & further' development of suehprograms irtthetutUr'e~" 't
shall' retufri,to thes'e nelt'po'ss1bilities' l~te~. "Butt belie'V~ 'it wouId be usefui' ' ,

, .' , ' 1 .... :. , ". ~ ~ ., , '. ..' '. . • . :, . . ' " " " '.'. I " '

tirst'to tum our attentidn to the needS 'of the commun1tiesof people around. the
world which theseprdgr~s arecreF.ted: to"serve'/' ; ',"'" ",,:,

In a real sense our program tonight centers upon the community,' wlietb~~th:it' ..

community be urban or rural. Your institutions serve not only the youth of the
~ ':.~ t; 'i':" _. I

cities but reach into the, rural areas, where the impact of your constru~tive programs

(more)
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, is also felt. The majority of communities in the world are inhabited by peoples who
/.

lack the normal opportunities for reasonable well-being and progress. The most recent

United Nations report on the world social situation indicates that more than half of

the population of the world is still living at levels which deny them reasonable free

dom from preventablediseasesj a diet adequate to physical weli-being; a dwelling that

meets basic human needs; the education necessary for improvement; and development of

conditions of work that are technically efficient, economically rewarding and socially

satisfactory. The impact of these problems upon each other can best be seen at the

community level and they can best be approaGhei on a planned and coordinated basis at

the community level.

One of the most important ar.d difficult problems for the economically less

developed countries is to achieve balanced and integrated programs of development for

the rural and urban sectors of thei.r population. In the planning of t~chnical assis

tance and economic aid programs, more attention must be directed to that half of the

population of the world which continues to live on the bare margins of subsistence in

the rural vi-llages of the economlcally under-developed areas. The future economic and

social development of these areas will depend on the ways in which it will be found

possible for the people living t~ere to raise t,heir level of living within the frame

work of natiosal economic and social progress, with as much reliance as possible on

their own effort.

We must, I am convinced, place increased emphasis on what has become known

as community development in helping to·meet this need. In order to gUide the rural

areas toward more modern fcr,ros of 80cial and economic e~istence, community development

programs may play the essential role of mobilizing simultaneously the potential

human and natural resources which ultimately will make possible a substantial improve

ment in the levels of living of the people concerned.

(more)
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Such programs are most sounlily d~vis~d when,tpe.y utp.:l.~e tully local lea4er·

ship, initiativ~ and intere·st.: .Thes~ local 'r~s'0~ce8 ~~n only be put. into ~otion
. . . ..: " ~ .,':' • .' .c,.,' •. • . .,

by national initiative and applied through a combination. of nation/3.l El.Ild local
. . - .. ",", . "-,' , ., "

effort with such help as, ~ay be. necessary from ~he world community. A b~ginning

must be made with an effort,to grow more food, to improve sanitation and.health,

to educate.adults as well as children, to stimulate rural arts ~d crafts; but,

wh~tever the beginning, unless all the elements of balanced economic and social

~ev~lopment are eventually encompassed, the program will fall short even in reaching

specific technical goals.

These community development programs are the product of the difficult

processes of trial and error by which nations are seeking to fulfill the promise

of independence and to narrow the gap in material and technological progress

between themselves and their more fortunate neighbors.

We h~ve seen such programs bear fruitful results all across South East Asia•
. ; . .' .

,~e,Indian ,Community Projects and the Village Aid Program in Pakistan are now

very well known. The Community 8c11001 Program in the Philippines and the Com~
'. " r • '.'

m~ity Development.Pro~ramin Korea have slightly different emphases, put.t.he

common .purpose of raising standards of living at the village level is central to

all of them. In many of the Asian programs the United Nations has cont~ibuted

technical aid alongside ,the larger resources of the United States bilateral:

l

pro~rams and the important contributions of the Ford Foundation.

(more)
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The United Nation~ has play~d a considerable rOle in introducing the concept

of community development progra~s at both national nnd local governmental levels

in five Middle East countries within the last five years. Governments have alao
.. " . "

built upon the foundations laid by such organizations as the YMCA and the YWCA, and

the Near East Foundat~o~. The importanc~ of combining the r~sources of the ~eoPle
themselves with the efforts of voluntary organizations and governmental services

can hardly be cverGmphasized if we are to achieve our political, economic' and

social objectives throughout those vast regions of the world which are economically

~~er-developed. Such programs of community development are a necessary complement

to national economic programs which emphasize industrial development, power and

transport.

I turn now to another field in which international cooperation is needed. This

is the task of bUilding up a class of national ad~inistrators in co~~trie5 where

an independent administrative tradition is lacking. A country without a trained
, ,

civil service finds itself at a grave disadvantage, all the more so when it is
. ;. .

embarking on ruaj~r schemes of econOmic and social development and wishes to obtain

and use to the best advan~age internat.ional assistance for its projects. Many new
, '

countries lack a social structure which permits a corps of administrators to be

rapidly recruited. Moreever, the process of bUilding up a trained cadre of

administrators is a long one and the co~petil2g demands for the services of the
, , '

better-trained citizens of a young country are coneiderable.

Here is an aroa where the multi-national approach of the United Nations could

be put to good use. New countries, whose attachm®nt to the principle of self

lietermination is strongest, can accept more easily help thrnugh an international'

cooperative scheme than from an individual country, particularly in the sensitive

area of government.

I have suggested developing a United Nations international administrative

service through which such countries could employ administrators of high caliber. ,.

Recr~ited by th~ United Nations, th~y wouid have to have the Bense of an inter

national mission but they wouldb~ solely'responsible tc the Governments to which

they were assigned. Such a Service would be closely linked with training

facilities aimed at strengthening and enlarging thecountryls own corps of

administrators. I hope that at least a start toward the development of such a

service can be made ~oon:

The General Assembly at ita last session decided to establish a United

Nations Special Fund, which will place at the disposal of the United Nations

additional resource8 to meet some of the urgent needs of the under-developed

(more)
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countries which cannot now be met "by ~x1sting United Nations program~.'"It will be

the task of the Fund to assist in oat't'ying out extensive surveys'~fnatural

:resources and establi~hing'training, research and pilot demonstrati~~prOjects.
It will thus pave the way for the establishment of thoS~b~sic facilities which .

. . . . . - .
directly lead to the ~xp~~Bion of national productive capacity and to investments

of all types -- private andpUblic', nl\tional ~dinternati-onai.
This new United Nations venture can have 'a commanding influence on the furth~r

. ~ . .. . . . .

develop~ent of United Nations technical assistance and other activities. The

Technical Assistance Program, in an effort to achieve widest participation of the

under-developed countries in its operations, often has had to spread thinly its

limited reso~ces. The new Fund will enable us to consider a number of projects,

some embracing several countries or even an entire region. A striking example of

how these resources could b3 used may be witnessed in the United Nations activities

in surveying the vast resources of'the Lower Mekong River .. ~~en developed, these

respu=ces ~Ould bring immense benefit to four countries thr~Ugh which this gre~t
river flows --Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Viet Nam.

, Th~ Special Fund, when established, will represent a significant s-l,ep forward.

Associated with the lending operations of the International Bank and with the

United Nations programs of technical assistance, it will be an import8~t link in

the chain of international action which is being forged to assist countries in

their economic development.

The United Nations is a sensitive barometer of the impact of change. Not long

ago ~romAsia, more recently from Africa, new states became members of the United

Nations. Tbese states are lending their thought and suasion to the understanding

of the large issues that affect the peace and stability of the world community.

The United Nations is stronger for their presence. But they have also come onto

the.int~rnational scene with expectations of their own. A newly independent state

knows that in an international forum it has the opportunity to discuss the problems

which impede or retard the development of its ,individual life, and that it will be

heardj it likewise believes that in the United Nations lies its best hope of finding

the assistance Which will enable it to achieve progress and well-being in terms

acceptable to its sense of nationhood and its search for the realities of freedom.

So, as the Organization becomes more universal, the burden of its

responsibility increases and the areas where it must strive to further its basic

purposes. expand. "

, (more)
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to bUild,-WIth courase and a true sense of br~therho~d, the kind cf world in which

there will be a better chance for all to live a life more worthy of man's promise

than is within their reach today.

The United Nations s~Jbolizes for most of usihe hope of a more peaceful worl~.

But peace-making c~nsists of more than direct ~fforte to bring the arms race under

control and to settle ~onflicts among the natlons by negotiation instead of by war.

Prngress in the search for peace depends to a large 8xtent upon the under3tanding

of people like yourselves of tbe importance to peace of such programA as I have

discussed with you tonight and ul'on ycur support for the sustained endeav0r tha.t

"'ill p~ ne0PSScl.:"y :Lf T..bey are .~<, te mOl'e adequate to -the ueed than tbey Are i:cday.

I have spoken her~ of problems that will not be resolved for many year~ to

come. If the peoples of the world ar~ to meet this larger challenge in the same

spirit which has animated the launching of your campaign for "Buildings for

Brotherhood,ll we shall nMd to redress the preaent balance between our fears and cur

belief in man I s future .. Prudence is, in any case, a better cl.efElDse against danger

than fear. Mnre importa;;-~illl, "re"Shoula a'ir';;ct'fficreorour atte~:l.on 1;0 eII~rtt"··-·,,~
........

* *** *
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"THE ELEI'fJENT OF PRIVACY IN PEACE-lv'..AKING"--_. -
I have, chosen as the subject of my tall~ liThe Element of privacy in Peace

Making" because I believe a discussion of this problem is both tiLlely and especially

appropriate to a university audience. You are concerned as scholars and students

with the historical background of today's efforts to nlaintain peace and to

strengthen those influences working for peace. You are equally concerned with

what past and present can tell us as guid:i.ll'=; lines for a future in which somehow

or other we must find neans of settling dis)utes "between r.ations without war.

The task of peace-makine in our times differs in important respects from the

task of past centuries.

There is, first,· the ereeter urgency of t:.e need for peace-li1akinc and the

fact tha.t this urGerlcy mal:es itself felt on a universal basis. This results from

the rapidly increasing destructiveness of modern we~pons and the crowing inter

dependence of all parts of the world, an interdependence which mal:es every "local"

war a potential world war•.....
Nations have responded to this need by supplementing the instruments and

procedures of classical diplomacy with the permanent machinery of international

organization, established by treaty. The LeaGue of Nations was the first expression

of this response and the United Nations 'is a second. The purpose of the Uflited

Nations, like the purpose of the League of I~atipns before it, is to add strength

to the force of the con~on interest, as expressed in the Charter and the consensus

of member nations, in the tasks of peace-maldnc and peace-buildinc;.

Yet another difference between the tas~: of peace-making in our times and the

task of past centuries arises from the form Given to world orGanization and the

simultaneous development of the modern media of comrnunications) vnlich, taken

together, have made it possible for public opinion to become a major factor in

international life. ~le forrn of international organization, bec;inning with the

(more)
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League and continuing in the United Nations, Las been aptly c1.escribed by

Professor Philip Jess\.lp as parlia.r.lentary 11:iplomacy. ~lhis parlis,r,1ei1tary diplomacy,
~ ~

with its public debates, is in part the reflect:i.on of a desire to~ introduce

democratic procedures in the field of inter'nD.tional politics. Bad. of theintro-
-----~._.. ~-~.. " " '.. --_.~ __.....,- ~~ ..,-~_ ',"

duction of parlio.mentary diplomacy is also the belief prevalent at the end of the

first World \'Jar that the cataGt:r-ophe mie;ht have been avoided had the :peo:ples been

fully informed by the e;overnments about tLeir international a.GreeJnen~Gs and policies.

The reaction was stulUned up in Woodrow Hilson I s famous call for "open covenants

openly arrived at."

War as an instrurcent of national policy, except j.n individual or collective

self-defense ac;ainst armed attack, is outlavred by the United lTations Cha.rter.

However, the anns race continues unabated. This is so because there is not yet

sufficient trust among the nations to reach a disarmament ae;reement with adequate

safeguards against attack. But each new ad-vance in the continuing development of

weapons of mass destruction is making more evident i;hat the risl:s of war to any

nation which mic;ht be tempted to break the 1m; of the Charter by embarking upon it

are too great.

In these circUl11stances it has become more essential than ever to seek and apply

on a world scale other techniques for settHne; diLpates' -- to seel;: agree.rr.ents

which are fair and just and to shape national policies to circumstances in such

a way as to mal,e war both redunQant and obsolete. We cannot afford to reckon

peace as merely the absence of war. We have to make of it a positive and over

riding discipline of international life.

The new institutional forms for thls discipline, which are to be found in the

United Nations, have, as I have just indicated, given emphasis to public procedures

recalling those followed under the constitutions of democratic states. The

resemblance is real, but it is also mislcad~n~. There is an essential difference

between the nation and the society of nations, each of which renlains individually

sovereign. ~e United Nations General Assembly is patter~,~d~__E~:2-~~,~nt but
-"~d..__....-_""..._:.. ....y. ,;..."-, ....__...~.......,_.•.--....,_,-...-,r,,,_.",,..._<.Lr.; •...,,,,., ....... , .... ,~

J!ith £.'2..~~: only to recommend, not to ~eJ:;,~s)~9:t~.•._.~}ts Councils and Secretariat
--........."'"....-r-~............-"'... ,.,__......,......'....""'''''''"'~.~"_,,.._.,.''' .. -.r..~,,- ... ,..~,.,._._· •. t_. .

resemble in some respects the. executive branch, but with strict limitations on

their powers. Its judicial branch, the International Court of Justice, 'is again

much more severely circtunBcribed.

This ~lance in form, but not in the substance o:..!'~"::::~~1._between the
~""'''-''''''.:' ';"".' ,-•.,.. __........<c ••• ..~~..._' ...._,_•.-.,..~.,."._,.__ .,.---.........--.- •

institutions of parliamentary diplomacy and the institutions of a democratic

national state has both its positive and neGative aspects. On the positive side

(nore)
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the public discussion of· world issues, even ::'n a fO:::'wn without legj.slative power;
- .. . "'\"'~"-"'--'" . - . . -' ~,.-,~ .~_.,'

may contribute -- and in fact often has contrib.ted ... - to an easinc of tensions
~~"'...

and to progress tmvard accommodation or aGreen,e·Tt. There are usually rl10re .than
'~,,~...•..,.. '. ';. ~-_.. -(

two sides to any dispute, and debate in the United Nations provides an opportunity

for the representatives of nations not directly involved in a conflict to bring

theii influence to bear in the direction of arriving at a reasonable consensus

of views as to the common interest. F<~theTI10re, insofar as United Nations debates

are fully and fairly reported, the possibilities are increased for Giving to the

public an opportunity to appraise national policies as expressed in these debc':ftes

and to arrive at an objective opinion concerning them.

On the ne[;ative side, it must be said that public debates in tl:e United

Nations can just as readily be used to mate a propaganda case for home consumpt~on

or for use in other countries as it can be used as a genuine step 'tovlard peaceful

accOImnodation. The public conception of tl:e peace-makinG role of the United

Natio~s··also. tends to b~· distorted, because it is so ].ar{jely based on repor·ts of

these debates "lhich emphasize the conflicts that m:lke news.

Finally, the public procesaes of parl:Lane.1tary diplor~acy tend to create a.

dangerous o;ptical illusion in another res:pe~G. This arises from a confusion

between the form and the substance of the 1ecis'::'at1.ve process in parliamentary

diplomacy as practiced in the United.Nations. ~ voting victory in a national

legislature leads to decisions which have the force of law. ~le legislative

process in the United Nat:'ons, on the other ha.1d, leads only to the passage of

recommendations which do not ha7e the force of law. The force of public opinion

behind such a recomr.lendation may influence the c.ecisions of the governments toward

whom the recomr.lendation is directed, but the pover of decision renains with the

individual national governments.

The legislative process in the United nations is not a substitute fo.r
~~~_._.,._-~..... ,~.,4-.,""'~''''> ._ ,~,"....,- ~. ~.- -",; .,'"",. "-'~~if~"""'-""'''''''''''-.'. " ....

diplomacy. It Serves its p'lrpose only when it helps diplomacy to arrive at Agree·
'm~ts"bet~e~ th-;-nationaTs-caea-"concerr;:~d~'''-''''---' . ,,_..'''''' . ,----,,,-,.-, "k.,--••. ,r •.

It is ~~p~~c~>..~~~_~!?:e_:~_:,~~~~~~.:::?7"t~S.).,·~1~atcont;inues~havethe last word in
~he process of peace-making •.

.. 'c' ..:-~ ";.,, ""''''''.~....,., '. '. •.•,.. "'~.-~'~.'I'.-.,.",

I think the experiences of the past 12 years have demonstrated that there

is need to redress the balance between the public and private procedures of the
.......... -' ,' ...""'""'__--.-...-------..."'"--....---.,.-'~...- ......,___ ' __" ~_ • __ •.•• c

_united NatioE~ if ve are to make better procress in peace-making. Uhen I speak

of private procedures I mean here the methods of classical diplomacy as applied

(1::10re)
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within the new frmnevork provided by the Charter and the institutions of the

World Organization. There has always been this practice of private -- or quiet

diplomacy in the United Nations, and there has been a marked increase in its use

within the past year or two. But the need for it is not sufficiently understood.

~e bestresults of negotia~~~ between two parties ...cannot be acllievedfp.. ~nW=.

n~::na:"~!e,•. an:{~ore than in our private'W0r~dsl in the f':,1ll glare o~"..:.2~blici ~l
with current pUbiic"debate""of a.llmoves, unavoidable misunderstandinGs, inescapable

freezing of position due to considerations of prestige,' and the ter~tation to

utilize public opinion as an element inteGrated in the negotiation itself.

"Open agreements" represent the response to a sound demand. Hmf, and to what

extent they should be "openly arrived a·t," on the other hand, is a IJrinciple which

requires serious consideration in the light of the very aims which the public

procedures are intended to serve.

Con~idered simply as the only meeting place on the common ground of the

Charter of the ambassadors of 82 member countries, the United Nations provides a
i""" J _"'~~P~''':';''

unique o:p~;:ortunity for the cO:1tinuous exercise of classical diplomac~' for peace-
~'.'''''''*'"''''''-'-_;'''-,""._•.•.-"._._ ". '" ,. '_ ._ .. ' ~'_" _..' " ...._..~.>.",-, ,- .. -..... -_·" •.,.,.'CO. '~"'''"'-' ...._~,,-.,

..makingwi~,l10ut any T6rriial pro,~ed:t.:;.res. He can register efforts to give such
--_'_~""''''''''''''''<'>l~'''''''''---~'~~'''''{'''_~'''''''-':r~_.'''.I';''''''''''<'''C''''''''W·"O•• ,.~·,,,,_,'"-',,-,v,~·~·~·j ..,,e

diplomacy the support o:r: firmer pl'oc~dures. Suchprccedures may heJ.p and they

re:pJ'.'esent a further elaboration of classico.l Mplomacy as exercised within the

U:lited Nations. They ar~however, to be regarded as particular cases, the bulk
----...........~>::~~"""..._.._........."

2..f tl1e private diJ?~o~~~__'the.,.Imj ted J)Ia"t;i ons "QQ': Pg wholl:;: informo.I.,

Let me Cive ~"ou three examples of su.ch procedures. Two constructive and

hig~l1y uf>eful committezs est.ablished by the General Assembly in the past three

years 6..r~ very small (:oucmitt,-,8S which meet eucirely in private. Both of them

happen to be advisot'"'J committees to the secretarY-General, but a similar pattern

could be usefully followed '::lven if this were not the case. It is quite likely

that most of you in this r08ID have never heard of either of them, because they

meet with little publL:ity.

One is the Adviso~~ COLMittee on Atomic Energy -- that is, its peaceful

uses. On this Cor~nittee of seven, outstanding nuclear scientists sit as govern

mental representatives of the three major atoTIlic powers, the United Kingdom,

the united states of Anerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It has

contributed a Great d8~1 to paving the way for agreements and action by governments

which have helped to break down the barriers of the cold war so far as peaceful

uses of atomic energy are concerned.

(more)
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The other Assembly COlillJJittee is tIle Aclv':'so:,'y Corrollittee on the United Nations

Emergency Force, which has done mu.ch to brin;::; Clu::'et to the armistice line between

Egyy;>t a.nd ISrael. This is a'- C'olllIl1ittee exclusively of smaller member states, most'

of whom have proVided contingents servine" with the United Na.tions' ~orce. Its work

is an· example of the prac·~icaJ. value in the United Nations of a formal instrUlTJE!Iit

of private diplOl:lacy in' ~arryingforwardac-',jiorionce the 'main polic~T lines have

been laid down b~- a decision of the General !.ssembly. That decision, in turn,

was made by the General Assembly in the public proceedings of parliamentary

diplomacy only after the informal procedures of private classical diplomacy had

done .their worl~.· Thus, 'this case is also an example of a ldnd' of three-staGe

operation. which ~s natural in the United Nations and ",hich is ca)able of yielding

constructive results for peace-making not to be achieved by other means: private

diplomacy' precedinG public debr"l.*je' and then eljlplo~Ted again to follolT through •

. My. third e;:ar.lple is the experilljent in private negotiation of the Suez Canal

issue .inwhich the Security Council engaGed in early October 1956 before the

invasion of: EG'IJt. This experiment brOUGht tOGether the ForeiGn I1inisters of the

member nations 01' the Coundl in private seos10n instead of the usual public

session.. It led to infounal· Iileetings of the Foreign Ministers of Fran.ce, the

United Kingdom and :C~rpt in my office which resultad in unanimous aGreement on

six. principles for the peaceful settlenent of the Suez canal question. These

principles established the basis for the further private diplomatic steps toward

such a settlement which are now in prdgress.

I am confident that such privatediplomac~r, ·",ithin the frame",orl: of the

Security CounCil, can be usefully employed on other issues and, if so employed,

could contribute in new directions to the llllportance of the role the Charter

intended the Council to play intlie task 01' peace-making.

I do not sUGgest that the ASSembly and Councils of the United lIations should

replace public b~r lJrivate diplomacy~ Far frolJ it. Public debates must continue

to be a primar~y function of these organs. I wish only to stress two points.

·First, since the "legislative" lJrucesses of the United Nations do not lead

to legislation, and the power of decision remains in the hands of the national

governments, the value of public debate in the United Nations can be measured

only by the deGree to which it contributes -Co the ,-Tinning of aGreement by the

processes of diplomacy. If public debate contributes to winninG consent either

immediately or in the long run, it serves the purpose of peace-mal~ing. If it does

not so contribute, then it may be a useless, or even harlllfu.l exercise.

(more)
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Second, I believe that more attention and effort need to be given to using

the unique opportunities for private diplonacy that exist in the united Nations.

Private diplomacy is just as necessary as ever in arriving at agreements between

sovereign nations. Sometimes its primary role is before a public debate, sometimes

in the intermissions of debate, sometimes afterward, and often at all of these

times. Classical diplomacy continueS to be usefully practiced in the old tradi

tionon a bilateral basis. But more of it is needed now in the practices of the

United Nations if we are to develop to the full the capacity of the Organization

as an instrument of peace-making.

Unlike the Assembly and the Councils, the Office of the Secretary-General,

by its very nature under the Charter, must practice private diplomacy on almost

all occasions until results are reached. In recent years the Secretary-General

has increasingly been used for operations of a purely diplomatic type, either on

behalf of the United Nations as such, or for one government in relation to another

on a good offices basis. He is in a position of trust vis-a-vis all the member

gcwernments. He speal:s for no government. It should g~ without saying that in

the course 'of a necotiation, or a mission of good offices, he must respect fully

the laws of diplorJatic discretion. He can never give a"vlay what must be considered

the property of the government with whom he is working. Nor could he pass public

judgment upon their policies without "vlrecl:inG the use of his office for the diplo

matic purposes for ivhich experience ShOivS that it is much needed. Of course,

when a mission has resulted in a formal agreement between the parties, the

agreement is made public, but it is, of course, not for him to evaluate it in

public.

In my discussion so far of lithe element of privacy in peace-making,1I I have

not dealt with one problem of major importance. This is the problem of the

relationship of the increased need for private diplomacy with the need for a

better informed public opinion on international affairs. It is a problem of some

difficulty and one where the responsibility for a solution is shared by the

governments, by those who direct the mass media of communications, by international

civiI servants serving the world communit;l lil:e myself and by the general public

of which you in this audience tonight are a part.

The media of mass cowmlnications, when supplemented by education in world

affairs in schools and universities, prOVide powerful tools for developing a

better informed public opinion. However, they can also be misused. We learned

between the first and second World Wars that public diplomacy could not in itself

(more)
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provide irlsurance of peace, for in the hands of a rutilless group of rulers the

mass media had been misused to build stJ;'on13 public support for the uildest

aspirations of these rulers and thus to place an additional weapon in the hands

of those who wanted to lead the worId in the direction of war, not peace.

Thus the mass media can be misused under certain circumstances for harmful

propaganda. ilhere competitive conditions prevail there is also a tendency tp

play up conf'lict because conflict uEually seems more dramatic than 8{;reement.

For the same competitive reasons there is the natural desire to be "firs·t with

the story.1! In international affairs, this may result in premature and often

poorly informed publicity about an issue at a time when the privacy of quiet

diplomacy is essential to achieving a constructive result. At the 8mne time I

recognize that public opinion cannot be truly well informed about the progress

of peace-makinG unless it understands the part that is played at all stages by

private diplomacy and its relationship to the public proceedings of parliamentary

diplomacy which are so fully reported. This creates difficulties both for the

private negotiator and the representatives of the mass media.

There are no easy solutions and I would not attempt to suggest them here.

I only wish to emphasize that all of us share an overriding responsibility to

work toward creating, through the mass media and education alike, a wider public

understanding of and respect for the needs and uses of private as well as public

diplomacy. In this way we can help to develop a better informed public opinion

capable of exerting an increasingly ~ositive influence in support of the task of

peace-making in our time.

* *** *
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STATEiICNT BY SECRETARY-GENEML DAG HAMMARSKJOLD A'1' ~ OPI:IJING

OF THe FOURTH SESSION OF THE SCILlTTIFIC COMMITTEE on 'l'IW EFFECTS

OF ATONIC RADIATION, 27 JAJ."'IJTJAnY 1958, AT UN HEAIX;.UAR'J:'[;RS

May I welcome you again to the Headquarters of the United Hations.

The hea~' responsibility entrusted to this Committee needs no underscoring.

The special importance of calm and scientific appraisal of the effects of ionizing

radiations in place of public speculation and ala~, too often nourished by

misinformation, has apparently increased since this Committee first met here.

Indeed, the Tvrelfth General Assembly reaffirmed the importance it. attaches to

the Committee I s irork when, last November, it requested you to expedite the

completion of the cOf,lprehensive report which you are now preparinG.

In earlier TIleetines the Committee has considered the scope and organization

of its task, the detailed information it rer.;.uires, the form and content of its

full report. IToir the crucial stage of fOrJ;.1Ulation of the report has been

reached. I can ,rel1 understand, therefore, that the immediate future for this

Committee prorJises only very hard work. It::.s no small task to tl7 to expound,

with scientific precision and accuracy, but still in words sinple enoush to

permit some understanding by the layman, the profound.ly techn:l.cal sub~ect-IJJatter

of radiation.

I suppose that in this resard what is most important for all of us to bear

in mind is that, although this is a United Nations Committee, its members are

scientists and are expected to speak as scientists. It goes without saying,

I take it, that all that you say will be reviewed intently by ~rour scientific

colleagues all around the world. It will certainly mean very nuch to the world

if international science, as here represented, can speak on this vital subject

of radiation effects with a single, objective voice.

ThinkinG of the report to be prepared, it would seem worth repeating what

was said at an earlier meeting: this Con~Jittee is not called upon to try to

produce answers to ~uestions which cannot be answered on the basis of present

scientific research; rather, to define and delimit what that research does and

does not tell us today is in itself a uniquely valuable service.
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In concludinG, may I point to further evidence of the conti~u~ng concern of

the General Assembly with the subject of ion~zillg radiations, expressed in its

resolution of J.4 November 1957, which reqaes-cs the Secretary-(y,;meral, in consul

tation with this Committee, "to consider the c.:.uestion of the strenGthening and

widening of' scientific activities in this fie2.dj •• " ai1dto subiiJithis findings

to the Thirteenth Session of the General Assenbly. ThiS will provide an opportu

nity, at an ~ppropriate time, for further fruitful collaboration.

And now, I have no doubt, you will wish to get on with the serious work
. I

which ha,s brought you here, and which I am sure, will produce Good results.

* *** *


